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Foreword

International migration has attracted considerable public and political com-
ment in recent years. In an article published in the New Zealand Herald on 26 April
1991 John Gould, Emeritus Professor of Economic History at Victoria University of
Wellington, observed that the current debate about immigration "is founded on the
basis ofastonishing ignorance ofthe facts".

This report by the Population Monitoring Group of the New Zealand Planning
Council aims to clarify some of the misconceptions which are evident in comments
about recent trends and immigration policy initiatives. Special attention is given to
the migration of New Zealanders, the largest single group of travellers in the interna-
tional migration statistics, and a group which is often ignored in the "immigration
debate".

The report has been prepared as part of the regular monitoring of population
trends and assessments of their policy implications which has characterised the work
of the Population Monitoring Group since the early 1980s. All members of the group
have contributed to the preparation of this report. Special mention should be made,
however, of the work done by Jeremy Lowe (Thorndon Research and Consultancy
Services) on the migration of New Zealanders. Some of the graphs produced by Mr
Lowe have also been published by the Department of Statistics in their statistical
publication Demographic Trends, lgg0.

Editing services from Wordsmiths, and the production assistance provided by
Deborah Willett (Public Affairs Manager) and Bridget Parrott (publications Man-
ager) of the New Zealand Planning Council, are gratefully acknowledged.

The views expressed in the report are not necessarily endorsed by members of
the Secretariat or Councillors of the New Zealand Planning Council.

Richard Bedford
Convenor
Population Monitoring Group
July 1991
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&ecutive funmary

Executive Summary

Chapter One: A Context for International Migration
The driving force behind population growth in New Zealand remains natural in-
crease, since net migration was only 6 percent of total glowth in the period

1960-1990.

Over the last two decades, 1970-90, net migration contributed only 3 percent of
total population growth compared with Australia where net migration contrib-
uted 36 percent to total growth during that period. The downward trend in New
Zealand's net migration saw the 1980s become the first decade since European

settlement in which more people left than arrived.

Because the volatility of international migration either sharply accentuates or

subverts the impact of growth by natural increase, the role of migration in reg-

ulating population growth assumes a signifrcance in the short term out of pro-

portion to its overall contribution.

The ebb and flow of migration resulted in fluctuations which were more marked
in the 1980s than at any previous time this century. In most of those years, the
numbers of New Zealandcitizens leaving(135,100 over the decade) exceeded the
numbers of non-citizens arriving (105,300). Since the mid 1970s New Zealanders

have dominated migration flows, and can be expected to continue to do so unless

there is a substantial increase in the arrivals ofcitizens from other countries.
This dominance means that the travel patterns of New Zealanders must be in-
cluded in any analysis of migration flows.

In 1990, for the first time, combined arrivals and departures exceeded the coun-

try's population-a huge change from 1960 when the combined flows amounted

to just 7 percent of residential population. This change reflects the worldwide
"revolution" in travel, air transport and tourism.

Permanent and long-term (PLT) migrants are a reducing proportion of total ar-

rivals and departures. PLT migration figures commonly give a false impression
of international migration movements because they indicate intended rather
than actual migration behaviour.

Losses of New Zealanders have made a major contribution to the total net migra-
tion losses of the 1980s, offsetting net migration gains of non-citizens in most
years.
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ChapterTwo: The Migrant New Zealanders
Migration patterns of New Zealanders since the mid 1970s have been quite dif-
ferent from earlier periods. The period 1945-65 was one of slight net loss but near
balance; 1965-75 saw a much larger loss, perhaps as high as 100,000. Since 1976

major net loss of New Zealanders has occurred although this has taken the form
of cycles, rather than a continuous or increasing loss. The 1991 year, in fact, has
seen a record net gain ofNew Zealanders.

New Zealanders have, for a long time, formed a high proportion of the PLT de-

partures but since the late 1970s have comprised around half or more of the PLT
arrivals, making New Zealanders an important component of both arrivals and
departures.

Tlrere were substantial net surpluses of other migrants in the period 7945-67,
with annual net gains of 20,000 per annum being not uncommon. An upsurge in
the early 1970s was followed by large numbers of overseas-born migrants leav-
ing the country in the late L970s. Since then, PLT arrivals of overseas-born
have remained around or above 20,000 per annum, with re-emigration also high-
er than in the 1950s and 1960s.

The magnitude of returning New Zealander migration depends upon the devel-
opment of a pool of New Zealanders living overseas. This certainly exists in Aus-
tralia, where 288,900 New Zealanders were estimated to be living in 1990, al-
though not all would be potential return migrants.

Since the late 1970s, returning New Zealanders have generally exceeded the
number of immigrants from other countries. The importance of this flow has
been accentuated by the static or declining numbers of other-citizen PLT arriv-
als, although since 1986 such arrivals have risen sharply because of immigration
policy changes.

If the migration ofAustralians and citizens of some Pacific Islands is added to the
movement ofNew Zealanders, less than one-quarter of all PLT international
movements are under the direct control of immigration procedures.

The emigration of New Zealanders is likely to remain the most variable determin-
ant of immigration trends-a determinant that is of major importance if mean-
ingful migration targets are to be set as part ofa stratery to increase both the
skilled workforce and the overall size of the New Zealand population.

In the early 1970s the United Kingdorn and Australia accounted for almost
three-quarters of the origins and destinations of New Zealand PLT migrants.
Since then, while retaining their significance as destinations, they have declin-

ed in importance as sources of migrants-by the late 1980s half of all PLT mi-
grants came from other countries.

2
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The age profile of departing New Zealanders peaks in the 2a-24 year age group
whereas arrivals (including those returning) are slightly older with female mi-
grants, on average, tending to be a little younger than males in the same flows.

The trans-Tasman PLT flow of New Zealanders to Australia recorded higher pro-
portions ofoccupations in professional and technical categories, and the drain of
young New Zealanders with specialist skills was substantially more than 8 per-
cent in a number of categories. Relative losses to occupational groups were less at
older ages, where the population stock is larger and the migration flow smaller,
although these losses have not been offset by immigrants with similar skills.

The outstanding feature of recent population movements has been marked swings
over relatively short periods. PLT departures of New Zealanders peaked sharply
in 1989 but have fallen by 63 percent since then, while pLT arrivals of New Zea-
land citizens have increased. Nevertheless, New Zealandlost around 65,000 cit-
izens during the frve years ended March 1991.

ChapterThree: lmmigration to New Zealand
During the period 1981-86, under a qore relaxed implementation of the immigra-
tion regulations than in preceding years, New Zealand gained net, almost s0,000
citizens from other countries. of these, nearly one-third were from Europe, sli-
ghtly less from countries of the Pacific, and one-fifth from Asia.

In the second halfofthe 1980s, the traditional source-area bias towards Europe
was removed with greater emphasis instead on business migration, family reun-
ification and the waiver of visas for several Pacific and Asian countries. Between
1986 and 1991 there was a net migration gain to New zealand of 68,400 non-ci-
tizens, which was almost one-third larger than between 1981 and 19g6. There
has been considerable reduction in net gains from the Pacifrc during 1g8g/g0 and
1990/91 however, and gains from most Asian countries decreased during 1gg0/
91-the only major increase during 1gg0/91 being chinese citizens.

Immigration of non-citizens is not necessarily a permanent gain to New Zealand,
as perrnanent residence granted to business migrants, for example, may merely
provide a stepping stone to Australia.

The Tleaty of waitangi has important implications for immigration policy, which
may indirectly determine the size and composition of the new settler component
of the population, and alter the balance between the tangata whenua and tauiwi
(later settlers). There is a Maori concern for greater consultation in the design of
strategies which may modify the nature of New Zealand's popuration.

Government policy exerts limited control over the the total migration process: it
cannot stop people leaving; it cannot, generally, compel residents to leave; and
it has limited powers of persuasion in recruiting desired immigrdnts. The main

3
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regulatory power available is the setting of criteria for prospective immigrants
wishing to settle; when economic conditions are unattractive even relaxation of
these criteria may be ineffective in attracting desired settlers.

chapter Four: lnternational Migration inWider perspective
New Zealand lacks a coherent population policy which may resurt in immigra-
tion policy pre-empting the objectives of a broader population policy, despite the
possibility of factors such as ageing and other compositional changes being ulti-
mately more important than immigration. There is a risk that immigration pol-
icy is equated with a population policy or that population policy is determined by
migration policy.

Migration issues need to be viewed in the context of the broader goals and future
prospects of New zealand society and not just in economic terms.

There are three main economic arguments put forward by proponents of increas-
ed immigration: because of their age and labour-force characteristics, new immi-
grants would not necessarily displace existinglabour'or increase unemployment;
in a period ofrecession increased demand for goods and services as a conse_
quence of immigration may create employment opportunities: in the long term
such increased output may lead to an expansion in labour and other productivity
factors, promoting an inerease in per capita output, gross domestic product and
consumption.

Rejuvenation ofthe ageingpopulation through the steady flow of substantial
numbers of young adult immigrants is largery illusory since, although total num-
bers would increase, the modifications to the age structure would be relatively
modest. The effect might well be to swell the large cohorts aged 25-39 and so ac-
centuate the impact of large numbers of elderly from the second decade of next
century.

A substantially enlarged population in the medium term (the figure of 5 million
has often been cited) implies an improbable averagerate of growth of the order of
2'8 percent per annum. This would require substantially increased fertility lev-
els and,/or unprecedented rates of immigration, conceivably reaching net immi-
gration levels as high as 100,000 per annum depending on any increase in fert-
ility. Such changes would have major repercussions for education and health
services, the labour force, and ethnic and cultural mix. A previous net influx of
only 33,000 in 1974 produced an outcry at the time over the resulting socio-econ-
omic problems.

Population issues as such are being integrated into sectoral and central planning
in a haphazard fashion. Close examination of the Australian experience over the
last 20 years of high immigration levels could provide useful guidance for this
country in dealing with high levels of net immigration.

4
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Effective government intervention in the migration process is limited, and so pri-

ority should be given to quality rather than quantity of migration, to the impact
of migrants on the composition of the population as well as on the economy, and

on knowing accurately and comprehensively the nature and level of migration
flows.

5
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The l-990s could become the decade of immigration to New Zeaiand if policy
statements by the last four Ministers for Immigration produce the desired action by
overseas residents. Mr Rodger (Labour), Sir Roger Douglas (Labour), Mis King (La_
bour) and Mr Birch (National) have all argued in favour of radical changes to immi-
gration policy in order to encourage the entry of migrants with skills and capital. Sir
Roger Douglas introduced the notion of an annual target of 10,000 for net immigra-
tion;Mr Birch has recently doubled this to 20,000.

There have not been net gains to New Zealand's population of the magnitude of
20,000 a year through immigration since the early L9?0s. In fact, there have been
only four years this century when the contribution of net immigration to New Zea-
land exceeded 20,000 people (1953, Lg7g,lg74 and 1975). If Mr Birctr's aspirations
become government policy-and it proves possible through the 1990s to attract some-
where between 30,000 and ?0,000 new settlers a year in order to produce the target of
around a 20,000 net gain each year-then the National Government will indeed have
effected "the most dramatic change in New Zealand's immigration policy this cen-
tury''(Birch, 1991a, p. 8).

For over 200 years New Zealand has been a country of immigration. There is
nothing new about policies which favour high levels of immigration to achieve na-
tional development goals. What is different about the latest pro-immigration phase is
that it is being fostered at a time when unemployment is at its highest recorded levels
since the Great Depression, when the economy is undergoing the most profound
structural transformation since the eariy 19th century, and when descendants of the
indigenous Maori population are seeking to regain some measure of sovereignty in a
multi-cultural society where they are invariably cast in the role of an underprivileged
minority. There is a wide divergence of views on the topic of immigration and any
major policy initiatives in this area are likely to attract considerable comment from
politicians, business people and members of the general public.

Putting Recent lnternationat MigrationTrends in context
In the interests of fostering well-informed debate on immigration issues, the

Population Monitoring Group has prepared a monitoring overview of recent trends in
international migration. An assessment of major developments in migration to and
from New Zealand during the 1980s is required if the recen t Report of the Working
Party on Immigration to Hon w F Birch, Minister of Immigration (11gg11) is to be
placed in context. Ttre working party's report has suggested a number of changes to
the existing immigration system, seemingly without fully reviewing the existing data
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on recent immigration trends.
In recent years immigrants have been able to enter New Zealandas permanent

residents by applyingfor residency under one ofthree categories:

economidoccupational
family reunification
humanitarian/refugee admission
special eligibility.

T'he economic/occupational category is made up of two sub categories, occupa_
tional migrants and migrants who enter under the Business Immigration programme
(BIP).

Occupational migrants are intended to frlt gaps in New Zealand,s labour mar-
ket, importing people who have particular skills that are unavailable or scarce here.
In many cases certain occupations are identified as having permanent or long-term
shortages and these are then praced on the occupationui rrio.ity List (opl). Mi-grants who have the skills ]isted in the oPL can enter New Zealand and become
residents, without their employer demonstrating that there was no suitably skilledperson available locally. In all cases of occupational migration, however, the immi-
grants have to have a specific job offer and have to meet clrtain requirements regard-
ing English language ability, health, character, etc.

Migrants under the Business Immigration Programme-which was intended to
attract self-employed entrepreneurs from overseas--do not have to meet skill levels,
but they must display proven entrepreneurial skills and also provide investment
capital.

The family reunification category allows for the reuniting of families in New
Zealand, including long term de-facto relationships. New zealand also provides for
800 refugees a year (in accordance with the united Nations mandate). Additionar
refugees may be allowed entry under the United Nations Convention on the status of
refugees. The special eligibility category covers citizens of Australia and a number of
Pacific Island countries who have automatic or speciar rights of entry.

In summary, the working party's proposed changes were:

That the family reunion, refugee status and humanitarian grounds for perman-
ent residence should be retained almost unaltered.

That the oPL should be replaced by a points system which would allow the gov_
ernment to control the number and mix of migrants who qualifred. It was not_
ed that different weightings could be given to some points so as to allow the
government to control directly the mix and quantity of migrants. The system
would be re-evaluated and publicised every six months.

That the BIP should be replaced by a programme which wourd require appri-
cants to display before a panel, including experienced New Zealand business
people, that their entry to New Zealand would promote the economic develop_
ment of New Zealand.

8
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The report of the working Party has been largely endorsed by the Governmentand is Iikely to be impremented by trr" 
"ra of 1gg1. Its major imprications for NewZealand's immigration policy are that it wiII alow greater clntror over numbers andquality of migrants, and it wil arso ensure that funds brought to New zearandunderthe BIP scheme will.stay in the country and be used for-stated purposes. As theMinister of Immigration, the Hon. BilI Birch, has recently .**a.,... what lbusinessjmigrants will have ,rl]l5 on arrival is a job for New Z";rrr;";; ,1i*;;;;*a ,.,Domininn, May 27, 1gg1).

That the Immigration service should estabrish a marketing system whichwould try and attract,.quality migrants, to New Zealand.

|;il:*Y,:'1':T:'lln"ry:'ed newpolieyis not so much to do with the
;,ffiTT:Tf,:::system is inflcxihlo qnrl ^l r:*^- -.

;#:"il j i #*:::f":T I 1,1, r.1". to o il;"il'.. * ;:; H#?, j:,ffi ::
::il j*ilxf, ::H"::i::::::,*;;;;ffi ffi :1i:",;H1H?::,'?''1"";
Afi ilX':-:,T i lt: i'T:"1'1,"' 1"::: 

t* g l q''ur itv migrant s" t" ;"J:'ff ;::'L H:l
fj:::*:Lli:'-,.?.*i;*llil"",ffi ""i";ffiff ?::il:TJ#,lH::

ii1lll,lt#:::"ff:PMGrenort lqfo- o1.^..,^ ru:- n ,:::ffi*,l',:"fl;Zealand's intprnqfi^^-r *:-^r: -Zealand's international migration.
Because the working party's recommendations seem likery to become Govern_ment policy' the PMG has included in this report comment on those trends in recent

;:f.1::u""'l 
migration that will have some effect on the proposed immigration

Structure of the Report
This review of recent migration trends and patterns is presented in four parts.chapter one estabrishes briefly a demographic context for assessing trends during

ffi::" 
in the migration of New zealandcitizens and other immigrants and emi-

The second chapter examines more crosery the migration behaviour of NewZealanders, especiary the tendency for there to be rapidl*rr.r*", in net migrationlosses to overseas destinations. m" flows of New zearand migrants have as muchsignifrcance for the proposed immigration targets, and the ability to control numbersand the mix of migrants, as the new migrant intakes.
In the third chapter, the changing Jomposition of migrant flows to New Zealandduring the 1980s is examined u.ieny. tt is clear that the migration patterns of therecent past do not offer a great deal of hope for signifrcant immigration of highlyqualifred people from Europe' This is only one of a number of diffrculties which facepolicy makers in the early 1gg0s as they seek to deverop more ..appropriate,, 

policies.Major changes in immigration poricy d;;rg the 1gg0s are then summarised, beforeaspects of the Report of the working party on Immigration are highrighted in areview of some of the d,emmas that f,ohcy makers w,Lhave to try and resorve.In chapter Four, attention is drawrrto a more general debate about the direc_tion of popuration change in New zearand.A viewpJin, *rri.t appears to be wide-spread at present is that New Zearand needs a much larger population in order to
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compete effectively in the global market economy. This is not a new perspective; the
1970s began with a similar debate couched in terms of an "optimum" population for
New Zealand. The demographic context of the 1990s is, however, very different from
that which existed at the beginning of the 1970s. In the last decade of the 20th
century much more reliance must be placed on immigration rf larger population
targets are to be achieved than was the case 20 years ago.

t0



Chapter One

CHAPTER ONE

A Context for lntenrational Migration

It is important to put international migration into some sort of context when
assessing the impact this process has on the population of New Zealand. There are
two critical dimensions which need to be kept in mind. The frrst, refers to the net
effect which international migration has on population growth-the balance of arriv-
als over departures each year.

The second, refers to the absolute numbers of people arriving in and departing
from New Zealand-numbers which have grown dramatically in recent years thus
increasing the impact of international population flows on both New Zealand society
and the economy.

These two dimensions to international migration are summarised below with
reference to three groups of migrants: New Zealand,citizens, citizens of other coun-
tries, and those migrants who are classed as "permanent and long-term,, on the basis
ofthe duration oftheir stay (or intended stay) in New Zealand or overseas.

Net Migration and Population Growth
The 1980s marked a watershed in New Zealand's history of international migra-

tion. It was the first decade since European settlement began that more people left
the country than arrived in it. The heavy net migration gains in the early 1970s more
than balanced the losses later in the decade, while in the 1g60s there were over
60,000 more arrivals in the country than departures for overseas destinations (Table
1).

The significance of net migration as a component of population growth during
the last three decades has fallen progressively. Natural increase (the balance of
births over deaths) contributed 94 percent of the total population growth between
April 1960 and March 1990. The overall net migration gain was nearly 68,000 people,
or 6 percent of a total population increase of over 1 million people during the 30-year
period (Figure 1 and Table L).

Since 1970 the component of population growth which is due to net migration
has been only 3 percent in New Zealandcompared with 36 percent in Australia (poot,
1991). It is worth noting, however, that the impact of net migration on population
growth can vary immensely from year to year, as evidenced by the 1991 figures
(Figure 1). And so its potential to change the role of population growth is greater than
this low share of long-term growth might suggest.
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Chapter One

That aside, the driving force behind population growth in New Zealandremains
natural increase. Numbers here have been falling too, as can be seen from Table l_,

and the balance of births over deaths in the 1980s was equivalent to only 6T percent
of the natural increase during the 1960s. A well-documented decline in fertility
levels, coupled with rising numbers of deaths in an ageingpopulation, are responsible
for this trend.
- Despite the overall fall in the magnitude of natural increase since 1960, this
domponent of population growth has been larger than the net migration gains or
losses in all subsequent years-including those of the migration boom and bust in the
early and late 1970s (Figure 1).

It is also apparent from Figure 1 that international migration has played an
increasingly important role in regulating population growth in New Zealandover the
past 30 years' For example, the massive net losses in the late 1g70s more than
compensated for natural increase in certain years. The highly irregular pattern ofnet
migration gains and losses in the 1980s has had a profound impact on trends in
annual population growth.

As has already been mentioned, annual fluctuations in net migration gains and
losses can assume a significance which is out of proportion to their overall numerical
impact on total population growth in the longer term. During the 1980s these fluctua-
tions have been more marked than at any other time in this century.

The contribution of net losses of New Zealandcitizens to these fluctuations is
particularly evident, as can be seen from Figure 2a. There is nothing unusual about
net losses of citizens to overseas destinations. What has been unusual in the New
Zealand case is for these losses to exceed in most years the net migration gains of non-
citizens.

During the 1980s there were also quite marked fluctuations in the balance of
arrivals over departures of people of other nationalities (Figure 2b). only in three
years of that decade and in 1991 did the net gains of non-citiaens more than compen-
sate for the net losses of New Zealanders (Figure 2c).

TABLE l: Components of Population Change, l960-1990

Period

Morch yurs
Natural increase Net migration Total population

No.

t96t-70 396,368

u

85.5

No. %

67,024 14.5

No.

463,392
t97 t-80
I98t-90

324,635 92.7
266,058 I12.6

25,387 7.3 350,022
-29,789 -12.6 736,269

196l -90 period 987,061 94.0 62,622 6.0 t,049,683

Source: Table 1.5, Demogrophic Trends, 1989 (Department of Staristics, 1990a) and unpublished
data for 1990 supplied by the Demographic Analysis Section, Department of Statistics,
Christchu rch.
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On the Move

FIGURE 2: Net Migration Gains and Losses, New Zearand citizens and others,t98t_t99t
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Chapter One

Since the mid 1970s, then, international movements of New Zealanders have
come to dominate patterns of net migration. The year ending March 1gg1 saw a net
migration gain of New Zealand citizens large enough to lift the 1gg1 total almost to
that of L983, and this is despite the net gain of non-citizens being lower than for
several preceedingyears. This has been the biggest net gain ofNew Zealanders since
the end of the Second World War, when returning troops set a high record, although
in,the case of the 1991 year the gain is rather more from a reduction in the number of
New Zealand citizens departing than from an increase in New Zealanders arriving.

It is unlikely that this decline in permanent and long-term departures of New
zealand citizens will continue. The balance of forces causing international migration
is the result of a complex mixture of economic, social and demographic factors which
reflect conditions not only in New Zealand but also in the major overseas destina-
tions, especially Australia.

The domination of the movements of New Zealanders on net migration patterns
is likely to continue through the 1990s unless there are very substantial increases in
the volume of immigration of citizens from other countries. The proposed changes in
immigration policy will certainly see an increase in immigration from overseas. How-
ever, it is also probable that changes in New Zealandas a result of initiatives to make
the economy more competitive, and to cut social expenditure, will mean the continu-
ation of a highly volatile international migration regime.

Aggregate Flows
At the beginning of the 1990s the combined total of arrivals in and departures

from New Zealand each year exceeded the size of the country's population for the frrst
time (Table 2), whereas just 30 years ago the total number of arrivals and departures
was equivalent to 7 percent of the resident population. The growth in volume of
international migration has been enormous, especially during the 1960s and 1g70s,
and is a reflection of the revolution in travel accompanyi.rg d"relop-ents in air
transport and the tourist industry.

within these flows of people entering and leaving the country are three groups
which are often singled out for special attention in the analysis of migration trends:
permanent and long-term (PLT) migrants; short-term visitors; and non-citizen mi-
grants. Permanent and long-term migrants consist of people who have spent (or
intend spending) 12 months or more in New Zealand or overseas. The pLT migrants
comprise a declining percentage ofall arrivals and departures.

In the early 1960s around 18 percent ofinternational travellers entering and
leaving New Zealand were PLT migrants. By 1970 this percentage had fallen to 10,
and by 1990 only 3 percent were classed as pLT migrants (Table 2b). Although New
zealand has long had a reputation of being a country of ,,immigration,,, 

ttre great
majority of travellers arriving and departing each year are short-term visitors-
people staying for less than three months in most cases.

Since the early 1960s, New Zealand citizens have consistently comprised be-
tween 40 and 50 percent of this travelling population (Table 2b). By 1gg1, 46 percent
of the country's total population had either left or come into New Zealand during the
year' This is a very high incidence of international population movement in a country
so distant from many of the major tourist destinations.
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On the Move

Admittedly a small number of New Zealanders move frequently in and out of the

country, especially those with strong business or family connections in Australia and

the Pacific Islands, and these people accountfor a disproportionately large number of
the movements recorded on arrival and departure cards. However, the great magni-

tude of total movements $ust over 1.6 million by New Zealand citizens during the

year ended 31 March 1991) also reflects considerable numbers of New Zealanders

moving to and from overseas destinations.

TABLE 2: Some Summary Characteristics of lnternational Population
Movements, 1960-1991

a) Movements in relation to population size

(Yeor ended 3l Morch)

Poputotion 1960 1970 1980 1990 .1991

Total international

movements" 175,54 I 588,870 1,873,192 3,403,745 3,503,472

Estimated total

populationb 237A,200 2,8l6,000 3,l6l,3OO 3,389,000 3,427,800'

Movements as a %

of population 7 .4 20'9 54.3 100.4 102.2

Notes: " Sum of all arrivals in and departures from New Zealand in the specified year ended

3l March
b The estimated population at 3l March
c Provisional census figures

b) Groups ryithin the population of international travellerc

(Yeor ended 3l Morch)

Populotion 1962a 1970 1980 1990 l99l

Total movements 246,480 588,870 1,873,192 3,403,745 3,530,472

Permanent and
long-term migrants 45,460 56,647 117,631 108,020 102'560

% of total I 8.4 I 0. I 6.3 3.2 2.9

N.Z. citizens 106,446 250,213 905,985 1,581,907 1,622,324

% of total 43.2 42A 48.4 46.5 46.0

Citizens of other
countries 140,034 338,657 967,207 1,821,838 1,908'148

% of total 56.8 57.6 5l'6 53'5 54'0

Note: " Comparable data for the year ended 3l March 1960 are not readily available and infor-

mation for the 196 l/62 year has been used to indicate the situation in the early I 960s.

Source: Department of Statistics
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Chapter One

The group that frequently attracts the attention of politicians and the media is
the citizens of other countries who, in most years, comprise the majority of arrivals
in, and departures from, New Zealand.In the five selected years shown in Table 2b,
citizens ofoverseas countries entering and leaving accounted for between E2 and 5g
percent of all international travellers. The annual fluctuations reflect changes in
immigration policy in New Zealand, as well as changes in socio-economic conditions
both in this country and in the main source areas for overseas migrants.

" The impact of the non-citizen migrant group on population change in New
Zealand is always to add people to the total number of residents. Over the decade 1
April 1980 to Sl March 1990, the balance of arrivals over departures of non-citizens
has added around 105,300 people to New Zearand's population (Table 3).

This is in stark contrastto the excess of departures over arrivals ofNewZealand
citizens which removed just over 195,100 from the population during that lg-year
period (Table 3). Of course, the figures for the year ended 31 March 1g91 reverse this
trend, with an excess of New Zealanders arriving over those departing. However, this
one-offincrease would need to continue into subsequent years before it could be said
to represent a change in pattern.

If only the PLT migration figures are considered instead of total population
flows, the net gain from overseas sources is smaller and the net loss of New Zealand
citizens is much larger (Table 3). Because of the possibility (and, indeed, the reality)
that many migrants change their minds about either staying overseas or staying in
New Zealand, it is advisable to examine net migration trends in terms of the total
travelling population and not just those migrants who spend, or say they will spend,
12 months or more at their destination.

A Methodological Problem
The problem with using the PLT migration frgures to estimate net population

losses to New Zealand can be illustrated by statements obtained from a brief com-
ment in the New Zealand Herald (22 March, 1gg1) on the ofticial launching of the
Porter Project's report. It was noted that "the report, (Jpgrad.ing New zealand's
competitiue Aduantage says that a net 151,000 more people have left the country on
a perlnanent and long-term basis than have settled here since :tg7g." The projecf,s
New Zealand team leader, Mr Crocombe, went on to observe at the launching that.,it
is a serious indicator that something,s amiss when your population is leavingr.

The figure of a net loss of 15L,000 through PLT migration since April 1g7g,l
should be put alongside the figure of50,000 for the total netpopulation loss for the
same period. The difference of almost 100,000 is made up of two groups: New Zea_
landers who changed their minds and returned home sooner than expected, and a
sizeable number of 'tisitors" from other countries who came to New Zealand on short-
term visas or entry permits and ended up staying much longer, either with the
approval of the Immigration Service or illegally.

1 Ttre figures differ from those in Table 3 because they relate to the decade ended L9g9, rather than the
decade ended 1990 as in Table B.
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It has been evident for quite some time that the PLT migration frgures, which
are useful for examining numbers of arrivals and departures of migrants as distinct
from tourists or visitors, have not provided a satisfactory statistical base from which
to consider the net effect of international migration on overall population growth in
New Zealand. This has been especially so since the beginning of the 1960s (Figure B).
Up until that time the total net population gains and losses each year were very close
to the net gains and losses from PLT migration. The gap between the two estimates of
net migration has continued to widen, with gains being larger in the total flows and
losses being greater in the PLT flows (Figure B).

TABLE 3: Net Migration Galns and Losses by Class of Migrant and Citizenship,
I 980-t 990

/V'loyements I 980- I 990

Closs of mlgront Arrivals Departures Net gain/loss

All tovellqs
N Z citizens 5,432,803 5,567,923 -135,120
Citizens of otier countries 6,698,794 6,593Ag5 lO5,33S

Totol t2,t3t,s9t t2, t6 t ,382 - 29,tgs

Permonent ond long-term mlgronts
N Z citizens 230,517 442,0t3 -2|A96
Cithens of other countries 208,962 I 12,350 g6,612

Totol 439,479 554,363 -t t4,gU

Source.' Unpublished tables (60409 and 60410) showing all arrivals and departures by class of
migrant, sex and citizenship, lmmigration Statistics Section, Department of Statistics,
Dunedin.

FIGURE 3: Total and PLT Net Migration Gains and Losses, !945-1991
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Chapter One

These differences have an important impact on the perception of international
migration as a factor in{luencing population trends in New Zealand. The PLTfrgures
for the 1970s and 1980s, in particular, have had a "depressing" impact in this regard
by consistently understating net gains and overstating net losses. This is because
these figures are so heavily influenced by the departures and arrivals ofNew Zea-
landers.

Because the overseas movements of New Zealanders are now so large in relation
to the total population, it is unwise to ignore this component in analyses of interna-
tional migration. As noted above, the wide fluctuations in net gains and losses to the
country's population through international migration during the 1980s have more to
do with trends in arrivals and departures of New Zealand citizens than with the
immigration and emigration of citizens of other countries.

Summary Points
' The drivingforce behind population growth in New Zealand remains natural in-

crease, since net migration was only 6 percent of total growth in the period
1960-1990.

over the last two decades, 1970-90, net migration contributed only B percent of
total population growth compared with Australia where net migration contrib-
uted 36 percent to total growth during that period. The downward trend in New
Zealand's net migration saw the 1g80s become the frrst decade since European
settlement in which more people left than arrived.

Because the volatility of international migration either sharply accentuates or
subverts the impact of growth by natural increase, the role of migration in reg-
ulating population growth assumes a significance in the short term out of pro-
portion to its overall contribution.

The ebb and flow of migration resulted in fluctuations which were more marked
in the 1980s than at any previous time this century. In most of those years, the
numbers of New zealandcitizens leaving (13b,100 over the decade) exceeded the
numbers of non-citizens arriving (10b,800). Since the mid 1g70s New Zealanders
have dominated migrationflows, and can be expected to continue to do so unless
there is a substantial increase in the arrivals ofcitizens from other countries.
This dominance means that the travel patterns of New Zealanders must be in-
cluded in any analysis of migration flows.

In 1990, for the first time, combined arrivals and departures exceeded the coun-
try's population-a huge change from 1g60 when the combined flows amounted
to just 7 percent of residential population. This change reflects the worldwide
"revolution" in travel, air transport and tourism.

Permanent and long-term (PLT) migrants are a reducing proportion of total ar-
rivals and departures. PLT migration figures commonly give a false impression
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On the Move

of international migration movements because they indicate intended rather
than actual migration behaviour.

Losses ofNew Zealanders have made a major contribution to the total net migra-
tion losses of the 1980s, offsetting net migration gains of non-citizens in most
years.

I
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ChapterTwo

CHAPTER TWO

The Migrant New Zealanders

The international migration of New Zealanders has attracted media attention
in recent years' mainly in relation to the large numbers of people departing with the
intention of staying overseas for 12 months or more. Return migration of New Zea-
Ianders has not generated the same amount of interest, although in the past 1-2
months there has been quite a bit of media comment in particular about the migra-
tion "home" of New Zealanders disillusioned with prospects in Australia. 11"e -igra-tion patterns of New Zealanders since the mid 1970s are quite different from those of
earlier decades, and it is important to appreciate these differences when assessing
likely future developments in internationar migration trends.

The first part of this chapter contains a brief methodological note on the defrni-
tion of "New Zealanders". This is followed by an overview of post-war migration
trends of New Zealanders and non-New Zealanders. Recent trends in the permanent
and long-term migration of New Zealand citizens (also referred to as New Zealand
nationals) are then examined, initially with reference to places of origin and destina-
tion and then with reference to the age, sex and occupational characteristics of
emigrant and immigrant populations. The relevant migrant groupings in this chap_
ter are New Zealanders (and non-New Zealanders) departing with the intention of
staying overseas indefinitely or for at least 12 months, and New Zealanders return-
ing after an absence of 12 months or more.

A Methodological Note
As will be seen in the text and graphs in this chapter, there are severar ways of

defrning "New Zealanders" using the arrival and departure records. Ttre available
data series are based variously on defrnitions of migrants by birthplace, nationality
and residence status. All have their conceptual strengths and weaknesses, and these
have been reviewed elsewhere (see, for example, Farmer, L9g5 and Bedford, 19gza).

In most sections of this report nationality or citizenship is used to differentiate
between New Zealanders and others in the immigrant population. In many respects,
however, this is the least satisfactory of the three common bases for establishing
different migrant populations since it is possible to be a permanent resident in this
country without being a citizen and it is also possible for New Zealanders to have dual
citizenship.

2t
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On the Move

The effect of this can be seen in Figure 4, in which a perspective on migration
defrned on the basis of residence status, birthplace and nationality is given by show-
ing New Zealanders as a percentage ofall PLT arrivals and departures. It is evident
from the graphs that New Zealand "residents" consistently account for higher propor-
tions of arrivals and departures in each year since 1970 than either New Zealand
citizens or people born in New Zealand. Hence, the New Zealandresident population
base would be the most satisfactory one to use in this monitoring review. Unfortu-
nately, the relevant statistics have not been available since 1987.

FIGURE 4: Categories of New Zealanders in the PLT Migration Flows,
l97t-199t

a) New Zealanders as a Percentage of PLT Anivals
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To coincide with the introduction of a new rmmigration Act in November of thatyear' a revised version of the arrival and departo.e cards was required (Bedford,1987a)' The long-established and internationally recommended question on birth-place was removed, and changes were made to other questions which make it impos-sible to determine "New Zearand residents,, as a .ui"go., of pLT migrants, thusruling out alternative bases for differentiating between New zealanders and others.Trre problems created by these changes have not been rectified, despite requests tocrovernment Ministers and senior offrcials in relevant departments by the planningcouncil and others with an interest in monitoring rnigration trends.This has important implications for the ..ruty.i. of international migration, apoint stressed in the interdepartmentar committee,s report rhe Human Face: Acontext for Population Poliry into the Twenty-first century(Department ofstatistics,1990d)' This matter is dealt with further in the final part ofthis report in the contextof the Minister of Immigration's recent announcements about immigration policy.

Post-war Patterns: An Overview
The history of international migration since 1945 of people born in New Zealandand those born overseas is summarised in Figure s. Despiie the limitations of thePLT net migration estimates, the frgures for departu.". urd arrivars do, however,illustrate the marked change in patrerns of migration during the post_war period.The statistics indicate that there are some quite distinctive periods in the flows intoand out of New zealandof both groups-periods which indicate that there have beenmajor changes in the nature of internationar migration in this part of the worrd.In the initiar period, between 194b and 1965, flows ofNew zearandmigrants outofand back into the country virtuary cancelled each other out (Figure 5a). lrrere wasan overall net loss of New Zealanders to overseas destinations, but this was verysmall in comparison with rosses that were to occur during the foilowing 25 years.The next period identified runs between 1g65 and 1975 and shows significantincreases in numbers of departures each year, wh,e the numbers of returning NewZealanders who had been overseas for 12 months or more grew much more slowry.During this 10-year period there was a net loss of around ioo,ooo New Zealandersthrough PLT migration-a figure which shourd be interpreted with caution in thelight of comments made in the previous section about the nature of pLT statistics.The third period which can be identified in Figure 5a dates from 1976 and ischaracterised by sharp swings, especially in the departures of New Zealanders, w.ithnumbers exceeding 50,000 per year in tle late 1gi0s and the late 1gg0s. This com-pares with a high of 28,000 departures in the previous p".ioJ, u.ra for the frrst period,a maximum of 8,000 recorded in 1961. Numbers of New Zearanders returning after alengthy absence arso fluctuated, but much ress dramaticaily and at much lowerlevels' The aggregate net loss through PLT migration between 1976 and 1g90 was inthe region of 340,000, which, be.urs" of the limitations in the pLT frgures, exagger_ates the real netloss of New Zealanders to the country.
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FIGURE5:PLTMigrationofNewZealandersandOtherc'1945-1991
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b) Non-New Zealanders
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There have also been marked changes in patterns of immigration and emigTa-

tionbymigrantsborninotherpartsoftheworld,orwhoarecitizensofother
countries (Figure 5b). The period from 1945 to 1967 was marked by substantial

surpluses of arrivals over departures, which is not surprising given the immigration

policies of the time (including assisted passage schemes), and the economic conditions

in New zealand.and the major European migrant source areas in the early post-war

years.
Fluctuations in absolute numbers of non-citizen arrivals were common in the

1950s, but throughout the decade there were over 15,000 immigrants arriving each

year (Figure 5b). In the early 1960s this rose to almost 30,000 before there was a

sharp decline in immigration accompanyrng the short recession of 1967 and 1968'

During this period, the number of overseas-born leaving New zealand permanently

or for 12 months or more increased slowly to reach around 10,000 by 1965'
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ChapterTwo

Annual net gains of 20,000 non-New Zealanders a year were frequent in the

early 1950s and during the 1960s (Figure 5b). However, these were eclipsed by the
massive but short-lived surge in immigration during the early L970s-a surge which
also produced a substantial increase in overseas-born emigrants from New Zealand

through the 1970s. Indeed, there were more emigrants than immigrants in the late

1970s as a combination of much tighter immigration regulations and deteriorating
economic conditions in New Zealand quickly returned levels of permanent and long-

terrn'tnigration to their 1950s levels.

It is interesting to note from Figure 5b that immigration of overseas-born since

the late 1970s has remained at or above 20,000 per year. Re-emigration levels have

also declined, although they continue to remain much higher than they were through
the 1950s and 1960s. This no doubt reflects the very different economic circum-

stances prevailing in the 1980s to those that existed in New Zealand 30 years ago.

Patterns ofArrivals
When the migration patterns for New Zealanders are compare{ with those for

non-citizens some unexpected trends emerge (Figure 6). With regard to arrivals, it
can be noted that since the late 1970s numbers of New Zealanders returning each

year have exceeded the number of immigrants from other countries in every year

except 1989. The percentage of New Zealanders in the migrant flows increased

sharply in the mid 1970s, and has been close to or above 50 percent of all PLT arrivals
since 1978.

The great majority of these people are undoubtedly New Zealanders returning
home after a period of *overseas experience". In this sense there is something of a
semantic problem in the use of the term "migration" to refer to New Zealanders

departing for absences overseas of 12 months or more, given that a large part of the

"emigration" from New Zealand each year comprises people leaving for some "OE"
rather than with the intention of remaining overseas permanently. Again, changes

made to the arrival and departure cards have confounded analysis of emigration of
New Zealanders by removing the distinction between "permanent" migrants and

"long-term" departures (and arrivals) from the statistics (Bedford, 1987a).

The build-up in migration of returning New Zealanders also depends upon the

development of a pool of people from this country living overseas. This population was

not large 30 years ago, but it has increased signifrcantly since the 1960s. For example,

the number of New Zealand-born persons living in Australia in 1961 was 47,00G-not
many more than were there in 1933 and at the intervening Australian censuses

(Brosnan and Poot, 1987).

Since 1961 the number of New Zealand-born living in Australia has increased

rapidly, reaching 90,000 in 1976 and was estimated by the Australian Bureau of
Statistics to have reached 288,900 by 1990. There have been related, if less dramatic,
increases in the population of New Zealanders resident in the United Kingdom, the

other main source of return migrants to New Zealand.
The extent of return migration of New Zealanders should not, however, be over-

stated. It is quite apparent from the frgures cited above for growth in numbers of New

Zealanders resident in Australia since 1961, that a large proportion of those who left
have not returned. The signifrcance of New Zealanders in the arrival flows, especially

25
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between 1gT6 and 19g6, is also because of static or declining numbers of PLT arrivals

of citizens of other countries (Figure 6)' Since 1986 numbers of non-citizen arrivals

haverisenquitesteeply,largelyasa,resultofchangesinimmigrationpolicy.These
developments are further discussed in Chapter Three'

oneimplicationofthefactthatNewZealandersareamajorcomponentinthe
pLT arrivals is that remarkably little of New Zealand's international migration (as

distinct from short-term population movement) is directly controlled by visas and

residencepermits.Co',",,tly,Iessthanone-quarterofNewZealand,sPLTinterna-
tional movements are under the direct control of immigration procedures' This is

because PLT departures have exceeded arrivals in all but three years since the mid

1g70s, and because New Zealanders constitute more than 80 percent of the depar-

turesin*orty"u"*"a-oo"dhatformoreofthearrivals'Infact'theexact
proportioncouldbewellunderone-quartergiventhatAustraliansandthecitizensof
some pacific Island countries also have autlmatic rights of entry to New zealand'

I

I
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FIGURE5:PLTArrivalsandDeparturesofNewZealandCitizensandothers,
I 954-l 99 I
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Patterns of Departures
rn the 1940s and 1950s there was not much difference between the numbers ofNew zealanders and the numbers of citizens of other countries leaving New Zealandpermanently or for 12 months or more. However, since the mid 1960s there has beena marked divergence in pattern with New Zealanders beingmuch more prominent inthe departure flows (Figure 6b). This is not surprising given that there is a muchlarger pool of potential emigrants among the citizen popitutio, than in the smallernon-citizen population' The sharp fluctuations in New zealandcitizen departuresreflects a combination of economic and demographic circumstances which have beendiscussed in previous pMG reports (lgg5, Lgg6, lggg) and in studies by poot andothers (Poot, 19g1; poot et al, 19gg).

For the non-citizens, the steady rise in numbers of departures from 1gz4 until1979 is a product of re-emigration of some of the thousands of immigrants whoentered the country in the early 1g70s (Figure 6a). It is interesting to note that the re_emigration of large numbers of overseas nationals was relatively short-lived; from apeak of21'000 in 1979, the number departingfell sharply until 1gg4 when it plateauedoffat around 10-11,000 per annum (Figure 6b). The figo.u has since risen to 12,000 in
within the broad patterns of PLT migration of both New Zealand citizens andnon-citizens there are discernable relationships between levels of immigration andemigration' In the case of the New zealanders, surges in emigration produce smallerbut stir quite apparent surges in immigration a few years later.This relationship, which is founJ in many international migration flows, isreversed in the case of inward and outward flows of non_New Zealanders, wheremajor surges in immigration are followed by increased levels of emigration two orthree years later' As a result of these connections between inward and outwardmigration, correrations between trends in permanent and long_term immigration andemigration have been identified with time-Iags in the range frrn."" to five years.The overall pattern of migration to and from New zearand,over the past 2byears or so has been to "export" New Zealanders and reprace them with ,,imports,,of

non-New Zealanders, notwithstanding the important effect of return migration. sincethe mid 1970s, however, the most variable factor in determining net migration gainsand losses has been emigration of New Zearanders. Given the magnitude of fluctua_tions in PLT departures of New Zealanders since 1976, it is unlikely that the postu-Iated increases in immigration of non-New Zearanders wil mean that they regaintheir dominant influence over net migration trends as was the case through the1950s, 1960s and early 1920s
since emigration of New zealanders looks Iikely to remain the most variabledeterminant of the total migration picture, it must be taken into careful considerationif immigration targets are to be set as part of a stratery to increase both the skilledworkforce and the overall size of the New Zealand population.
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Sources and Destinations
A series of simple graphs (Figures 7-10) showing patterns of PLT migration

between 1g71 and 1991 are used to illustrate changes in the relative significance of

Australia, the United Kingdom and other overseas countries as sources and defini-

tions of migrants. It will be apparent from several of the graphs that the definition of

"New Zealanders" is not consistent, being defined in two different ways (residents

and citizenlnationals) because of the changes in content of arrival and departure

cards referred to earlier.

FIGURE 7: Origins and Destlnations of PLT Migrants, l97l-1991
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Since the early 19?0s. some major changes have occurred in the composition of
migrant flows from Australia, the United Kingdom and other countries. The United
Kingdom and Australia have long been the two principal origins and destinations of
New Zealand PLT migrants. In the early 1970s these two countries accounted for
almost three-quarters of PLT arrivals in and departures from New Zealand (Figure
7)' over the past 20 years, when migrant numbers have fluctuated markedly, Aus_
tralia and the United Kingdom have retained their signfficance as destinations for
people leaving New Zealand, but have d,ecreased, inimportance as sources of mi-
grants' By the late 1980s half of the total PLT arrivals were coming from other
countries (Figure Za).

Figure 8a shows how New Zealanders returning from Australia have increased
to become well over half of the PLT arrivals from that country in the late 19?0s and
through the 1980s. Similarly, Figure 8b shows that returning New Zealanders have
constituted slightly more than half of the PLT migrants tom tf,e United Kingdom
over the same period.

It is'evident from Figure 8c that numbers of New Zealanders returning from
other countries also increased at the end of the 1970s, and comprised around half of
the immigrants from these sources. rn more recent years numbers of non-N ew Zea-
Ianders arriving from other countries have grown sharply, reflecting changes in
immigration policy since 1986, especially the business -igr#o, scheme and policies
relating to the migration of pacifrc Islanders.

With regard to departures to Australia and the United Kingdom, New Zealand-
ers have consistently dominated the flows with non-N ew zealand.emigrants rarely
exceeding more than a few thousand in any year (Figure 9). The outflows to both
countries peaked in the late 1970s, and then again in the late 19g0s in the case of
Australia (Figures ga and 9b). In the early 1gg0s, the numbers of New Zealanders
departingfor both countries fell significantly; and in the last two years departures to
Australia have again fallen sharply, although departures to the united Kingdom
have not fallen to the same degree.

The migration of New Zealanders to countries other than Australia and the
United Kingdom rose sharply in the mid 1970s, peaking in 1979 before falling back to
levels which are similar to those found for the United Kingdom in the late 19g0s
(Figure gc).

It is evident from Figure 10 that over time, the emigration of New Zealanders
has tended to be much more variable than is the case with immigration or return
migration, especially in the trans-Tasman flow. The lagged relationship mentioned
earlier between high levels of emigration followed by .-uitu" peaks in immigration of
New Zealanders some two to three years later is arso evident in these graphs, espe_
cially the one for the united Kingdom. This reflects the long-established tradition of
New Zealanders having a period of "overseas experience, in the united Kingdom and
Europe before returning home.
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FIGURES:PLTArrivalsofNewZealandersandothersfromSelected
Countries, l97l-1991
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b) United Kingdom

c) Other Countri€s
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FlGl-lRE 9: PLT Departures of New Zearanders and otherc to serectedCountries, t97l-1991
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FIGURE l0: PLT Migration of New Zealanders to and from Selected

Countries, l97l-1991

a) Australia

b) United Kingdom

c) Other Counlri€s

Source: DePartment of Statistics
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Chapter Two

Age and Gender Selectivity
It is widely recognised that international migration flows are dominated byyounger people, especially those aged between 20 and 30 years. The age profile for

New Zealanders in the PLT migration flows between 1 April 1gg6 and 31 March 1gg0
shows very clearly the relationship between a group dominated by people aged20_24
years departing, and a slightly older group returning (Figure 11a). Almost 30 percent
of New Zealanders departing for absences of 12 or more months during the four years
were in their early 20s, while just over 25 percent of those returning aft,er a period ofmore than a year overseas were aged 2E_2g years.

Given the significance of New Zealanders in the migration flows, it is not sur-prising that the age profiles for all PLT migrants to u.rd no* Australia and theunited Kingdom bear strong similarities in shape to those for the New Zealand
citizen population. (Figure 11b and 11c). The peaks are particularly prominent in theUnited Kingdom migration flows, with over 40 percent of departures from Newzealandin the 2o-24year age group, and 30 percent of the arrivals in New Zealand inthe 25-29 year age group (Figure 11c). In the case of pLT migrant flows to and fromAustralia higher proportions of children and teenagers are 

-p.ese.rt, 
indicating thesignificance of family migration across the Tasman (Figure 1fb).

When age profrles for New zealand citizens a"pu.ti.rg for different overseas
destinations are compared, it is evident that there u." .o-" -ajor variations in thesigaificance of tbe 20-24 year age group in the migrant popuration (Figure r-2a). Thisgroup, for example, is much more prominent in pLTflows of New Zearanders to theunited Kingdom and the Pacific Islands than in the flows to Australia and Asian
countries.

New Zealanders aged between 15 and 19 are more common in the trans-Tasman
flow than in the migrant streams to other parts of the world, a reflection of both theproximity of Australia (and hence cheap travel) and the presence of relatives in thelarge New zealand' population already resident in Australia. In the case of flows toAsia the age profrle indicates an older migrant population, with higher proportions ofpeople aged 30 years and over than are found in the other flows of departing New
Zealanders (Figure 12a).

The age profiles for New zealanders returning from different regions also show
different patterns (Figure 12b). once again figures for the United Kingdom and thePacific Islands show the most pronounced peaks, this time in the age group 2E_2g
years' In the case of New Zealanders returning from the pacifrc Islands, it can benoted that many of these are likely to be people of Polynesian descent born in Newzealand, who are returning to this country after a period ofresidence back in their
ancestral homes.

New Zealanders returning from Australia between 1gg6 and 1gg0 show a flatter
and older profile at20-24years and 2E-2g years, compared to the younger age profrre
of the departure flows. In a similar way the return migration flows from Asia hadhigher proportions of older New Zealanders, reflecting the ages of the emigrants
some years before (Figure 12b).

Similar age-selective patterns emerge for both men and women in the arrival
and departure data for the period 1 April 19g6 to 81 March 1g90. In Figure 13migration rates per 1000 people living in New zearand are shown separatery for
arrivals, departures, women, men, and the totar pLT flows. The graphs for depar_
tures and arrivals indicate that while both women and men have broadry similar
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FIGURE I l: Age Profiles for PLT Migrants, 1985-1990
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Chapter Two

peaks in the incidence of migration by age, there is a tendency for women emigrants
and immigrants to have higher migration rates than men in the 15-19 age group but
lower rates above age 30. (Figures 1Ba and 13b).

When the migration rates by age group in the arrival and departure flows are
plotted separately for men and women, it is evident that both sexes have experienced
significant losses of people aged between 15 and 29 years as well as noticeable net
losses in the 40-59 age groups (Figures 13c and 1Bd).

'The graph in Figure 13e of migration rates for all PLT arrivals and departures
summarises both the lagged relationship in terms of ages of people leaving and
entering New Zealand, and the substantial net losses through PLT migration to the
teenage and young adult New Zealand population. It is this latter pattern which is
cited most extensively in the context of a "brain drain" and a significant loss of skills
to the New Zealand labour force through the process of international migration.

FIGURE l2: Age Profiles of Migrant New Zealand citizens by countr/Region
of Origin and Destlnation, l9g5-1990
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On the Move

FIGURE l3: Migration Rates by Age Group and Sex' all PLT Arrivals and

DePartures, 1 985-1 990

a) Deparlures
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d) Men
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Occupational Characteristics of Migrants
Analysis of the occupational composition of migrant flows into and out of Newzealandis fraught with diffrculty. The statistical base is much less reliable than thatavailable for basic demographic characteristics such as age and gender. It is notappropriate to review the methodorogical problems h".e al rength, but it must bestressed that estimates of net gains and losses to New zearandin particular occupa_tional categories shourd be treated with considerabre caution.
In recent years, information on the occupations ofpeopre entering and reavingNew Zealand has been coded onry for permanent and long-term migrants. conse_quently, the problem of exaggeration of net losses of New Zearanders because ofmigration category jumping cannot be remedied by using figures for all categories ofmigrants' This makes it extremely diffrcult to assess trrJi*pu.t of internationalmigration on the "stock" of New zearandresidents in particular occupation groups.
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The significance of this can be illustrated by using an example drawn from the

Planning Council's comprehensive data base on the occupational composition of ar-

rival and departure flows between 1 April 1981 and 31 March 1986 (Bedford and

Brown, L986; Bedford, 1987b). During the frrst half of the 1980s New Zealand "losf,'

through international migration just under 1 percent of the men and 5 percent of the

women aged between 15 and 59 years who were classifred as having an occupation at

the time of the 1981census (Table 4).

When the same sort of calculation is done for PLT migrants alone, the extent of

the loss to the male population reporting occupations almost trebles from 0.9 percent

to 2.5 percent of the relevant population stock in 1981 (Table 4a). In the case of

females, there is a slightly smaller loss as a result of PLT migration compared with
the figures when short-term movements are also taken into account (Table 4b).

Differences between estimates of the effect of total and PLT migration on the

census stock of people with jobs are amplified greatly if only those with professional,

technical, managerial and adrninistrative occupations are considered ("major" occu-

pation categories 1 and 2).

In the case of males, the data for total migration flows suggest that between

1981 and 1986 there was actually a net increase of almost 5 percent to the stock of

people in these occupational categories rather than a net loss of over 1 percent as

estimated from the PLT figures (Table 4a). For females, there was a net loss in both

migration streams, but the PLT loss was almost twice as high as that recorded when

short-term migration is also taken into account (Table 4b).

It is unwise to try to read too much into these figures. It is impossible to

establish whether the occupations cited refer to jobs which the migrants had before

they moved, or to jobs they hope to have at their destination. There is also a suspicion

from the available research that some people---rspecially those working in technical

and clerical occupations-upgrade their occupations when frlling out arrival and

departure cards (Bedford, 1987b).

As well, it has been found that the extent to which migrants of different ages

seem to be employed in the workforce-according to arrival or departure cards-is
much greater than is the case for these age groups in the workforce at the time of a

census (Farmer, 1979).

Despite these data difficulties and anomalies, it can be illustrated that the

trans-Tasman migration of New Zealanders aged between 15 and 29 years during the

early 1980s did have a marked and highly differentiated effect on the 1981 census

population stock in the various "minor'occupation groups (Figure 14). Figure 14 also

shows that, in the different professional and technical occupation groups, losses in

excess of 8 percent of the relevant stock of young men and women in the workforce

were quite common.

Losses to occupation groups such as statisticians and systems analysts, together

with composers and performing artists, were much higher than losses to most other

occupation groups. There is clear evidence of a "drain" of young New Zealanders with

specialist skills and training to Australia+ movement which attracted considerable

political and media comment during the early 1980s.
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TABLE 4: The Effect of-tnternationar Migr-ation Between !9g r and r9g5 on thecensus popuration Aged | 5-5i yearc Reporting an occupatton
PoPulation group

a) Males l5-59 years

Census stock l98l
Total net migration
PLT net migrarion

Total net migration as % of census stock
PLT net migration as % of census stock

b) Females l5-59 years

Census stock I98l
Total net migration
PLT net migration

Total net migration as % ol census stock
PLT net migration as % of census stock

Occupotion

All categories

( t -9)"

803,523
- 6,889
-t9,8t2

-0.9%

-2.5%

Categories

(l and 2 only)b

137,880
6,499

- t,55 t

4.7%
-t.t%

426,480
-20,724

-t9,829

4.9%
4.6%

82,888
- t,993
- 3,695

2.4%

4.s%

Notes: a The nine major occupation groups ranging from professional and technical workers
(category l) to production and related workers (categories 7, g and 9).b Those people whose occupations are classed in the professional, technical, managerial andadminisrrative worker categories ( I and 2).

Source: Bedford and Brown (19g6)

when considering percentage rosses, however, it must be kept in mind, that the
numbers of workers classifred with occupations in some of the ..minor,, groups arequite small. For example, one of the highest percentage rosses to young women in aparticular occupation group (22 percent) is recorded for "stationary engine operators,,(Appendix 1A)' There were nine women aged between 15 and 5g years classified in
this occupation group in 1981 and two of them apparently went to Australia between
1981 and 1986.

Losses to the respective population stocks in different occupations in 19g1 are
much smaller when the trans-Tasman migration of New Zealanders aged between 30
and 59 years is considered (Appendix 1B). This is a reflection both of the lower
incidence of PLT migration by New Zearanders in this age group, as wer as of the
Iarger population stocks in the order workforce. Howevui appurraix 18 does reveal
again that populations in occupations in the professional, technical and related worker
categories tended to be more affected by trans-Tasman migration than those in the
other "minor" occupation groups.

The occupational characteristics of trans-Tasman migrant flows differ some_
what frorn those for flows to and from all countries (Figure 14). There is a larger
proportion of migrants whose occupations are recorded in the professional and tech-
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nical categories in the overall PLT frgures than in the trans-Tasman PLT flows'

It is also apparent from Figure 14 that the proportions ofprofessional, technical

and related workers leaving the country increased quite sharply between 1982 and

lgSS.AlthoughcomparabledatahavenotbeencompiledforthelatelgS0s'itislikely
that this .,skills' drain has continued. The effects of out migration of skilled New

Zealanders have not been compensated for by immigrants in the related work catego-

ries, especially given the impact of substantial immigration from the Pacific Islands

on the total net gains of new migrants during the 1980s. The source countries of

immigrants are examined in Chapter Three'

Through the 1980s New Zealand certainly lost a substantial number of people

with specialised skills and occupations. whether this loss merits the term "exodus"

used by some politicians in the mid 1980s is a debatable point' The evidence relating

to overall net gains and losses to the citizen population through international migra-

tion during the part decade suggests it is certainly not valid to claim that "the exodus

of people'escaping'New Zealand could be matched only by Vietnam' Cuba and East

Germany ... [it] was the ultimate vote of no confrdence in their own land" (The Press'

June 19,1986).
The essential characteristics of international migration during the 1980s are

not captured by expressions such as *exodus" or "brain drairt''' Rather' the outstand-

ing feature of contemporary population movement in and out of New zealand is the

increasing complexity of flo*. within the aggregate patterns of total and net migra-

tion. An example of ttris complexity is that the fust two years of the 1990s have seen

a signifrcant reduction in the extent of emigration of New Zealanders'

Sum marY of Recent Trends
Between 1April 1986 and 31 March L991 New Zealand "lostJ'nearly 65',400

citizens through international migration. This was made up of a net loss through PLT

migration of just under 113,500 and a net gain through short-term migration of

citizens of around 48,000 (Table 5). The most dramatic developments during the

period were the sharp increase in PLT departures in the 1989 March year' and the

even more dramatic fall in these for the following two years. In addition, there was a

less marked but still significant increase in numbers of New Zealanders returning in

1989/90 and 1990/91'.

The main reason for the reduction in PLT net losses in 1990 and 1991 is a

decrease in emigration to Australia and an increase in immigration from that coun-

try. The detailed figures can be seen in Table 5: there v/as a 63 percent decline

between the years ended 3l March 1989 and 31 March 1991 in PLT emigration of

New Zealanders to Australia (down from 40,4L2to 15'025); and a 79 percent increase

in return PLT migration from Australia (up from 7,914 to 14,199)' The net losses to

other countries did not change nearly so much over the three years. However, it

should be noted that the total net losses to Australia in all five years were larger than

the PLT losses-almost 35,000 New Zealanders apparently left for a stay in Australia

of less than 12 months and never returned'
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FIGURE l4: PLT Migrants by Occupation Group, 1979-1985
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TABLE 5: Migration of Nelv Zealand Citizens for both PLT and Total Migration,
I 987-l 99 I

Migront group (Yeor ended 3l Morch)

1987 1988 1989 1990 l99l Total

a) PLT migration

All arrivals
All departures
Net loss (all countries)

Arrivals from Australia
Departures to Australia
Net loss(Ausralia)

Net loss to other countries

22,893 23,882
48,6 t5 51,860
-25/22 -27,978

9,072 9,519
30,776 34,340
-21,7M -24,821

- 4,0t8 - 3,157

21,244 25,746
58,429 44,388

-37, t85 -18,642

7,9t4 11,368
40,4t2 25,217
-32,498 - t3,849

- 4,687 - 4,793

29,575 t23,340
33,5 t4 236,806
- 3,939 -il3,466

14,t99 52,072
t5,025 t45,77A
- 826 - 93,698

- 3,il3 - t9,768

b) Total migration

Net loss to Australia -25,435 -29, t t3 44,540 -22,679 - 6,392 -128,162
Netgain from other countries 11,579 19,730 8, 18t 10,020 13,286 62,799

Net loss/gain (all countries) - 13,856 - 9,383 -36,359 -12,659 6,894 - 65,363

Sourcer Unpublished tables, Migration Statistics Section, Department of Statistics, Dunedin.

Interpreting short-term migrant losses to Australia is not easy, especially given

that the migrant classification in this case includes only those whose country of next
permanent residence was cited as Australia! Obviously, some of those people may
eventually settle somewhere else. This is one example of the kinds of problems in
analysing short-term net migration data for New Zealand citizens by country of
origin and destination, and the total net losses to Australia (PLT plus short-term)
could be exaggerated in Table 5.

The important point to note from Table 5 is that overall net losses of New

Zealand citizens have varied markedly over the past five March years. Fluctuations
in numbers of New Zealanders leaving the country have been much more signifrcant
in explaining these variations than changes in the magnitude of return migration.

Since 1989, however, the PLT net losses of New Zealanders have fallen by more than
33,000. The drop in departures contributed around 75 percent (24,900) to this reduc-

tion, while the increase in return migrants (8,300) accounted for the remaining 25

percent of the decline in PLT net migration over the period.

In the early 1990s, economic conditions in New Zealand and Australia will
continue to play the dominant role in determining the magnitude of net migration
losses of New Zealanders overseas. With both countries currently experiencing a
recession, migration flows of New Zealanders will remain highly volatile. In these

circumstances it will not be easy to estimate the migrant flows of New Zealanders,

and this will make it difficult to work out realistic immigration targets over the next

decade.
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Summary Points

. In the early 1920s the United Kingdom and
three-quarters of the origins and de Jtination s

The statistical data now collected on arrival and departure cards make for unsat-isfactory and inadequate monitoring of migrants for several reasons, incrudingbecause it is no longer possible to separate out New zealandresidents as a migra_tion category.

Migration patterns of New Zealanders since the mid 1970s have been quite dif_ferent from earlier period. The period 1g45-6s was one of sright net loss but nearbalance; 1965-zE saw a much larger ross, perhaps as high as 100,000. since 1926rnajor net Ioss of New Zearanders has occurred although this has taken the formof cycles of loss, rather than a continuous or increasing loss. The 19g 1 year, infact, has seen a record net gain ofNew Zealanders.

New Zealanders have, for a rong time, formed a high proportion of the pLT de-partures but since the rate 1970s have comprised half or more of the pLT arriv-

:3J***New 
Zealanders the major component of both arrivars and depart-

' There were substantiar net surpluses of other migrants in the period 7g4s_67,with annual net gains of 20,000 per annum being not uncommon. An upsurge inthe early 1g70s was forowed by rarge numbers of overseas-born migrants reav_ing the country in the late 1920s. since then, immigration of overseas_born hasremained at or above 20,000 per annum, with re-emigration also higher than inthe 1950s and 1960s.

The magnitude of returning New Zearander migration depends upon the dever_opment of a poor of New Zearanders riving overseas. This certainry exists in Aus_tralia, where 288,900 New Zealanders were estimated to be living in 19g0, ar_though not all would be potential return migrants.

In almost every year since the Iate 1gz0s, returning New Zealanders have ex_ceeded the number of immigrants from other count.ies. tlre importance of thisflow has been accentuated by the static or declining numbers of other-citizenPLT arrivals, arthough since 19g6 such arrivars have risen sharply because ofimmigration policy changes.

Ifthe migration ofAustralians and citizens of some pacific Islands is added to themovement of New Zealanders, less than one-quarter of all pLT internationalmovements are under the direct control of immigration procedures.

The emigration of New z,earanders is likery to remain the most variabre determin_ant of immigration trends-a determi.rart that is of major importance if mean_i1q$-misration targets are to be set as part of a stratery to increase both theskilled workforce and the overa, size of ihe New Zearand population.

Australia accounted for almost
of New Zealand pLT migrants.
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Since then, while retaining their significance as destinations, they have declin-

ed in importance as sources of migrants-by the late 1980s half of all PLT mi-

grants came from other countries.

The age profrle of departing New Zealanders peaks in the 20-24 year age group

whereas arrivals (including those returning) are slightly older with female mi-

grants, on average, tending to be a little younger than males in the same flows.

The trans-Tasman PLTflow of New Zealanders to Australia recordedhigher pro-

portions ofoccupations in professional and technical categories, and the drain of

young New Zealanders with specialist skills was substantially more than 8 per-

cent in a number of categories. Relative losses to occupational groups were less at

older ages, where the population stock is larger and the migration flow smaller,

although these losses have not been offset by immigrants with similar skills'

The outstanding feature of recent population movements has been marked swings

over relatively short periods. PLT departures ofNew Zealanders peaked sharply

in 1989 but have fallen by 63 percent since then, while PLT arrivals of New Zea-

land citizens have increased. Nevertheless, New Zealandlost around 65,000 cit-

izens during the frve years ended March 1991'
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CHAPTER THREE

lmmigration to New Zealand

The late 19g0s have seen a resurgence of interest in much higher revers ofimmigration to New zeaTand.The argument that immigration policy should be liber-alised to allow migrants with skills to settle in New Z"uf,nd without the use of ,,select
quotas or shoddy occupation lists ... [or] ssl targets or numbers of immigrants,, (Birch,1989, p' 13) has been promoted strongry by business i.rt".u.t., especialy the NewzealandBusiness Roundtable. A..po.t".ommissioned by the Business Roundtable in1990, which carried the evocati,u"iitl"-^erp urate or r,orguirnz,suggested that theNew Zealand Government should consider selling ura rurroti.rg settlement rights ina bid to boost the population by up to 40,000 immigrants a year.slow population growth through the 19g0s,1oupled"*trh 

".oromic recessionsince the farj in share varues rate in iggz, hu. 
"..o.r.ug"d u *rd".rruud belief that amuch larger popuration wourd promote prosperity. As one economist who supportsthis view put it at a business-spon.o.ed seminar on immigration in 19g9: .At presentNew Zealand needs growth and it needs a dynamic economy. A ferv years of extrarefugee migration could even help,, (Frater, 19g9, p. 16).

There is a counter-view, expressed publicly in its most extreme form by the NewZealand Defence Movement-which was formed in mid lgggas a reaction against theLabour Government's asset sares, defence and popuration poricies. The New zearandDefence Movement argues that the country arready hu. u lu.gu enough popuration;the problem is that the "peopre resource,, is not used properry. Between the Newzealand Defence Movement and the Business nounataute there is a spectrum ofviews, ranging from concern over Asian imperialism to those who predict the de_skilling of the New zealand population trr.oogt, the emigration of qualified citizensand short-sighted education policies.
In an article on why New Zealanders call this country..ltome,,, Sir Keith Sinclairsummed up the imperialism fear succinctly when he observed: ,.r would not like us tobe colonised by the Asians the way the Maori were by us,, (Sund.ay Star,4February,1990)' Professor Roger Keey of the university of canierburyis schoor of Engineering,captured the essence of the concern over de-skilling when he stressed that ,,unless 

weadopt national affirmative poricies for the lo.rg-*, aur"top-".rt of New Zearand, wewill see the slow de-skilring of our country, with New Zearanders eventualry being thehewers of wood and the chambermaids io. richer folk dwelling around the pacificm" (The press,lggg).

The recent debate about immigration is just the ratest phase in a protractedreassessment of immigration policy and law in New zealandthat began in the 19g0s.The debate was initiaily stimurated ry u io.rg-orrerdue attempt to rewrite the regisla_
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tion which sets out the legal basis on which t p"1:o',lu'b-", in New Zealand' the

forms and procedures to be followed in making applications and deciding upon them'

andthepowersoftheMinisterando{ficialsinadministeringandenforcingimmigra-
tion rules (Burke, 1986, P' 36)'

Thelegislatio,,i,"*i.t"nceatthebeginningofthelg80swastotallyinadequate
for dealing with the much more restri.tirr"" i"t"*ational migration regime that had

been initiated by the Labour Governmen L in 1973-74' The existing Immigration Act

(1964)hadbeenamendedsooftenthatcontradictionsbetweenclauseswerecommon-
place, and itwas "il;it 

impossible for the Immigration Division of the Department

ofLabour to prosecute those in breach ofregulations'

The debate over a new immigration biil drafted by the National Government in

1g'2_g3 was extensive and an acceptable legal framework could not be finalised

before the 1984 elections. The Labour Gorr"r,*e"t eventually produced its immigra-

tion policy guidelines in August 1986 (Burke, 1986), and just over a year later a new

Immigration Act became law'

Thesignificantincreasesinthenon-citizenpopulationinNewZealandduring
thepastl0yearshasbeenanimportantresponsetochangesinimmigrationpolicy
and also to some associated prominent I"gJ cute' (especially the Western Samoa

citizenshipcasewhichwenttothePrivyCounci]intheearly1980s).
Thisdevelopmentisanalysedintwomainwaysinthischapter'Firstly'by

Iookingattrendsinthemigrationofnon-citizenstoNewZealandduringthel980s,
withparticularemphasisonthenet-migrationgains(and]osses)ofpeoplefrom
Europe,AsiaandthePacificlslands'secondly,bydiscussingsomeofthedilemmas
whichhavefacedpolicymakersandthoseresponsibleforadministeringimmigration
policy since the Labour Government compleied the "most comprehensive review of

immigration matters since that carried olli u, the Third Labour Government in 1973-

74" (Burke, 1986, P' 4)'

lmmigration During the Early I980s

In ord,er to examine the impact of changes in immigration policy on the compo-

sition of migrant flows to New Zealand duJng the 1980s it is useful to divide the

decadeintotwoperiods:thefirst'spansthefweyearsbetweenthelg8land1986
censuses;thesecond,coverstheperiodsincetheimmigrationpolicyreviewinAugust
t"u'ror.g 

the frrst period, the Nationa'-tl 1"1",* q]:Tff::t,:?#:Y ;:
laxedthetightcontrolo,",immigrationwhichhadbeenintroducedinl9T4totry
andreducetheeconomicandsocialstresseswhichwereperceivedtohavebeen
causedbyrecordnetmigrationgains.Evidenceofthisrelaxationcanbefoundinthe
factthatbetweenlAprillg8landSlMarchlg36therewasanetgaintoNew
Zealand,s population on a total-migration basisl of almost 50,000 citizens from other

countries.

ffiestotalmigrationfigrrresratherthanthoseforPLT,althoughTables6
*rra Z pro"ia" both sets of population figures'
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TABLE 6:

Notionolity

European countries
Norchern Europe
West-Central Eurooe"
Southern Europe
tastern Eurooe
Unired Kingdom & lreland

Totol Eur opeo n co u nlrri es

Net migrotion goins

Net Migration Gains to No* ,^^.-_
Asian and pacific Co, 

ao New Zealand of Citizens from European,untries, I Aprit t98t_3t March l;i5-'"n.

Nurnbers
Percentoges

PLT

263

4,7 t8
76

589
I t,166

16,8t2

Total net
migration

779

4,725

-t8
437

9,060

t4,983

PLT

0.6,

I t.6

0.2
t.4

27.4

41.3

Total net
migration

t.6

9.9

0.0

0.9
18.9

3 t.3

Pocific counties
Polynesia

Melanesia

Micronesia

Totol Pocific countries

5,296
1,542

55

6,893

t2,35 I

t,473
55

t3,e79

t3.0
3.8
0.t

16.9

25.8
3.t
0.1

29.0

Asion counties
North Asia
South East Asia
South Asia

Totol Asion countries

t,298
5,167

413

6,878

3,294
5,328
t,378

t0,000

3.2
t2.7
1.0

t6.9

6.9
il.t
2.9

20.9

Total other countriesb

Totol oll non_NZ citizens

t0,t 37

40,720

9,036

47,898

24.9 t8.9

t00.0 too.o
Note; " This grouping includes Austria, Belgium, F

, Luxembourg' rhe. Netherlands and i*,"J;:::' 
the German Federal Repubric,

o lncruding North America, i"r.i o'.Jr."l ou,*. rhe Middre East and Auscralia.Source: Unpublished table
Statistics, Dr;;: 

(6@.09 and 60910), Migration Statistics Section, Deparrment of

The equivalent ofjust under one_third oftl .

countries (15,000 people), with rhp m.i^ ,.:::.:limmigration came from Euro_
pean countries (15,000 peopre), *,ir, ,r,"'."; ffi;ffiI,il::t"" came from Euro-

.lis-at'-rroviding around 60 percenr nr+hi^ -^. - 
'ce area-the United

fr:'l [Jffi fl rffi",H::,ffi:il 
",: 

*:: *T-Fiffi rT ffi ;[: *:*nT fl:?'.::: :: l':lY'. **",i" *"ii#Il ffi ;l
ni,J:l:i?T1i":3-1.:air:=ff ;filTi1#hT:,*.,,."*:::l:,.5.,,HJ:..:|,T;;,,#:,,:,:,::F;i;nJH,#:lI?:H";;;:.*".'.,gryi_po..

ff;#:ffi *ffj;a;*"Iil:;:,:,,,Xii{.1Htr:11?"",.,arne,gain
was a surplus of
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On the Move

just under 14,000 arrivals over departures of people of Pacific Island nationalities-
the equivalent ofjust under 30 percent ofthe total net gain between 1981 and 1986.

Again, the great majority were from "traditional" source areas in Polynesia, espe-

cially Western Samoa and Tonga (Bedford, 1990). The only significant contributor
from Melanesia was Fiji, and in the early 1980s nearly 10 percent of the total migra-
tion net gain from the Pacific to New Zealand was of Fiji citizens.

The third major source area for immigrants, Asia, contributed 10,000 people-
the equivalent of around 21 percent of the total net gain of non-citizen immigrants
between 1981 and 1986 (Table 6). Over half of the 10,000 came from countries in
South East Asia with Kampuchea (2,20A) and the Philippines (1,100) making the
largest contributions. Kampuchean immigration was a combination of refugee in-
takes (averagrng around 400 per annum) and a much smaller family reunification
migration following on from the refugee settlement. There were only very small net
gains from Hong Kong (330) and Taiwan (840), countries which were to become much
more significant as sources of immigrants in later years. The major contributor of
immigrants from northern Asia at this stage was Japan-there was a net gain of
around 1,850 Japanese citizens between April 1981 and March 1986 (Bedford, 1990).

lmmigration since March 1985
The dorflinance of European immigration in the estimates of net migration

gains was to be transformed in the second half of the decade. The significance of the
Labour Government's immigration policy review was that it removed the "tradi-
tional" source area bias in immigrant selection, emphasised the importance of "busi-
ness" migration, changed the basis of family reunifrcation policy, liberalised the rules
governing classification of adopted children, and recommended the extension of visa-

free entry privileges to several Pacific and Asian nations.

The result was that between April 1986 and March 1991 there was a net migra-

tion gain to New Zealandof more than 63,000 non-citizens-amost a third more than
in the preceding frve years. Despite this overall net gain, there was a substantial net
loss of citizens of European countries. The main groups lost were from the United
Kingdom and West-Central Europe2, mostly the Netherlands and France, (Table 7).

These net losses from traditional European sources were, however, partly offset by

gains from elsewhere in Europe, and from Eastern Europe in particular.
The large net loss to France is, on the surface, rather ptuzling given that there

is not a large French population in New Zealand. The explanation lies with an

unexpected "gain" over the same period from New Caledonia (Bedford, 1990). It
seems that quite large numbers of French nationals have been recorded as arriving in
New Zealand as citizens of New Caledonia and leaving the country as citizens of
France. This results in a net gain to New Zealand from the former country and a net

loss to the latter; a statistical problem which can arise when using nationality data in
the analysis of international migration.

In the case of migration from the Pacific, the net gain during the period April

2 West-Central Europe is a gmuping that includes Austria, Belgium, France, the German Federal Repub-
Iic, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Switzerland.
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il:,t"it#Ti,f:"1 fi"Tl'.::1n doubre that or the earry 1e80s (rabre z). rhe
;H,;:::'_"J;*T:"H:::::t"t"r,,.i_-ig,""ii#_*f ;f.;?HJ:f i?ll;ff
;lri:ilxtfl ,T";:i:"T:':::::::'1ffi ffi1i;::'[f-"#iH,i[fl;il
;##i',*'ll]T.:^:i'u*"i""'*i"'i';;;#;JH:ili:f l3l#:T"-.',?:
il#;#"r::1.:#;i..1li':".:latr,"'t"g,I..t,.it.or;ffi ffi:Tflff 

til;
Immigration Service introduced 

"fr."l;;y*"- u.. i ;il ; ;i.,* ;",]ffi ;#:J"" I iTI'::T: i j:1 ::: r,: 1s..,i"ftom the pacific. role in this record immigrant contribution

TABLE 7: Net Migration Gains to New Zearand of citizens from European,Asian and pacific Countries, iapril l9g6_31 March t 99l
Notionolity

Net migrotion goins

Nurnbers
Percentoges

PLT Total net
migration

839

-2,854

t23
3,t38

-6,877

-5,63 t

PLT

European countries
Norchern Europe

West-Central Europe"
Southern Europe
Eastern Europe
Unired Kingdom & lreland

Totol Eur opeo n countries

870

2,7t0
227

|,736
t0,523

16,066

t.3

4.1

0.3

2.6
t5.8

24.2

Total net
migration

t.3

4.5
0.2
4.9

- t0.8

-8.9

Pocilic countries
Polynesia

Melanesia

Micronesia

Totol Pocific countries

2,957
7,4t8
|2

10,487

t6,855
r3,430

75

30,360

4.4
I t.2
0.2

t5.8

26.6

2t.2
0.t

47.9

Asion countries

Norch Asia
South East Asia
South Asia

Totol Asion countries

t6,577
t0,5 I s
t,444

28,536

r9,330
17,528

5,58 t

42,439

24.9
t5.8
2.2

42.9

30.5
27.6

8.8

66.9

0ther countriesb

Totol oll non-N Z citizens

I t,375

66,464

-3,760

63,408

t7.t

100.0

-5.9

100.0

Note: t This grouping incrudes Austria, Bergir,,m, France, the German Federar Repubric,
. 

Luxembourg, the Netherlands andiwirzerland.b rncruding Norch America, sorth o-".'.", ou,*, the Middre East and Austraria.
t**, 

H"q:.1:::;1,nH: 
(6o4oe and 60e t0), Migration staristics section, Department of
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ItisinterestingtonotethatintheyearfromAprillgsgtoMarchlg90the
pattern of immigration from the Pacifrc changed radically' For the first time since the

independence of western samoa in 1962 there was a net loss of western samoan

citizens in the migration flows, and there was also a net loss of Tongans-the first

since the mid 1970s (Table 8).

In April 1989 the then Prime Minister (David Lange) commented critically on

,,the volume of immigration from western samoa, and there was talk of suspending

the annual quota of!u.*.r"nt residents admitted from that country' The quota was

not suspended officially, but the reality of much stricter control over immigration and

settlement in New zealandof citizens of some Pacifrc countries interrupted a long-

established migration trend (Figure 15). This interruption continued during the year

ended March 1991, which saw an increase in the net loss of Tongans and only a very

small gain in western samoans, while the immigration of citizens from Fiji showed a

further reduction (Tabte 8).

In the case of migration from Asia in the late 1980s, the statistics also show a

radicalchangei,,patter.,s.Thetotalnetmigrationgainbetweenlg36andl99l
(42,400)was four times that of the previous five years, with the largest contributions

coming from china, Malaysia, Japan, Hong Kong, Philippines, Taiwan and India

(Tables?and8).The..business,,migrationindustryhastakenoffand,asmany
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TABLE 8: Net Migration Gains and Losses' Selected Asian and Pacific

Countries, 1985-1991

Notionoliry (Yeor ended 3l Morch)

I 986 t987 I 988 1989 1990 t99l

Podfic
Fiii

Tonga
Western Samoa

Asio

China
Hong Kong
lndia

Japan
Kampuchea
Korea (Sth)

Laos
Malaysia
Philippines

Singapore
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam

T otol non-t'lZ citizens

479
7t4

2541

190

82
188

401

421
-85

139

314
467

235
-296

52
160

6592

2557
4637

3633

t40
398
129

t57l
3il
186

170

602
623
323
-25

- 134

158

t8213

3l 14

I 330

3 183

-746
I 838
529

1069

322
174

165

3795
783
388
8ll
373
728

u26

30 l8
I 107

4355

1247
402

1,420
789
4r0
-80
133

2177
lo79
268

I 370
86

213

t8061

I 596
-505

-64

t572
1098

t,662
264
838

1298
85

390
I 346

-613
I 855

149

418

I t026

t,090
-944
298

2,336
t,016

-46
-333

3r6
-38

82
-370
502

- 183

1,009

333
407

7,682

Source: DePartment of Statistics
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FIGURE l5: Migrration to and from New Zearand of citizens of Fiji, Tonga andWestern Samoa, 1973_199 !
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Aucklanders in particular have seen, the ethnic composition of some of the city's more

fashionable suburban neighbourhoods is changing fast'

The 1980s have seen, numerically, the largest-ever Asian immigration to New

Zealand. Unlike during the 19th century, when discriminatory immigration legisla-

tion was enacted, the recent flows of Asian immigrants are being ofiicially encour-

aged. Nevertheless, a major challenge for planners and members of the public in New

,.. Zealand's largest city during the 1990s will be adjusting to what promises to be a

signifrcant Asian dimension to economic and social change'

The Great Debate
There has probably been more public debate about immigration policy during

the 1980s than in any other decade since the second world war. Much of the public

comment has concerned "legal" issues: the entitlement of certain people to New

zealand, citizenship; the extent to which some groups of migrants tend to overstay

their temporary resid,ence permits; the conditions under which selected categories of

migrants may gain preferential access to New Zealand; and the extent to which visa

requirements for short-term visits can be waived'

This focus on "rights" and "conditions" is not surprising given that early in the

decade there was a major court case over the defrnition of New Zealand citizenship

which went as far as the Privy Council, as well as an attempt by the third Muldoon

National Government to rewrite the legislation which establishes the legal basis on

which a person may be in New Zealand.

The legislative issues were kept alive through the mid 1980s because the Na-

tional Government was not able to pass a new immigration act before its defeat in the

1984 elections. The Labour Government was committed to completingthe overhaul of

the legislation as well as reviewing immigration policy. These initiatives became

more urgent as a result of an investigation by the Race Relations Office into allega-

tions of discrimination in the application of immigration laws in New Zealand (Hirsch,

1986). The Government's immigration policy review was released publicly in August

1986 with the new Immigration Bill passing into law a year later.

The short-lived experiment with visa-free entry from Fiji, Tonga and western

Samoa was one of the results of that investigation and it ensured that legal issues

associated with the overstaying of visitors'permits remained prominent in the media

as well as in the work of the Immigration Service. The military coups in Fiji during

1987 stimulated debate about criteria governing entry by citizens of neighbouring

Pacific states which had long had a "special relationship" with New Zealand.

'Tlansitionl' arrangements after enactment of the new Immigration Act in No-

vember 198? saw substantial increases in the numbers of Western Samoans, Tongans

and Fijians, in particular, gaining residence rights in New Zealand.It was these

increases which prompted the Prime Ministey's call in l-989 for a return to "tradi-

tional,, levels of immigration from Pacifrc countries. The meaning of "traditional" in

this context is not easy to establish, but it clearly meant much smaller net migration

gains than those since the 1986 policy review and visa-waiver experiment.

Contributing to the debate over the rights and privileges available to those in

New Zealand was the attempt to market New Zealandas an attractive destination for
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Asian entrepreneurs and theirinvestment capital. The'business immigration scheme,,,and the new industry in immigration consultancy it spawned, generated considerabrepublic and politicar comment. This was especiary so when it was found that many ofthe new migrants were investing money in residentiar property rather than produc_

;;;:.""l"rrrises, 
and merery estabrishing a base for residence at some stage in the

Dissatisfaction with severar aspects of immigration poricy-incruding an appar_ent failure ofa system based o, u, o..,rpation priority list to attract desired skilledimmigrants to meet shortages in the domestic labour market-prompted successive

X',HHflTTIil:J:"'J the Fourth Labour Governmenr to tark orturther chanses

clearly favoured was the introduction of a points system similar to that used inAustralia' changes to the 1987 Immigration Act *u." .r.o mooted in order to ration-alise the process whereby t"-po.a.f residents in New zearand.sought to changetheir status and become permanent residents. Between late 1gg6 and ]ate 1gg0 therewas a trebling in the number of appears to the Minister of rmmigration againstdecisions by the rmmigratio. su.ri.u urd in 1990 there were over 4,000 appeals.once again though an erection and change of government intervened beforemajor changes to both regisration and immigration poricy courd be finarised by theLabour Government-arthough the National Government,, Mi.ri.tu. of Immigrationhas kept the issues alive' He has emphasised repeatedly the desirability of significantincreases in immigrant numbers to encourage economic growth; and in December1990 he appointed a working party to make recommendations regarding proceduresfor promoting skilled and business immigration.
By the beginning of the 1990s the scene was set for some quite fundamentaramendments to the Immigration Act of 1gg7-amendments designed to reduce theoverstaying problem, to permit more effective regulation of the business immigrationpr.gramme, and to create a new mechanism for dearing with appeals against deci_sions by the Immigration service. In addition, the prbii. was being encouraged tobelieve that immigration on a scare which has been ,"rutirely rare this century inNew Zealand was desirabre, both in the context of economic .".or".y and as a way ofovercoming skills shortages in a population which is frequentry given one of thelowest rankings amongst oECD .oo.rt.iu, for ,evers of tertiary training.

Maori Perspectives
Despite a remarkabre consistency in recent years in the perspectives whichvarious Ministers of Immigration have irought to the debate about policies designed

H:f"r 
entry and residence of non-New Zearanders, some fundamentar issues

The most important of these is the extent to which Maori concerns over ac_knowledgement of obligations under the Tieaty of waitangi are being met by thoseresponsible for designing immigration policy. The Royal commission on social policy
was unequivocal in its advice in this ,"gu.d. In their view the Treaty of waitangiprovided the foundation for a, aspects oflo[cy concerning rerationships between thetangata whenua and the tauiwi (later settlers). As immigration policy has a greatdeal to do with determining the mix of tauiwi, it is hardry surprising that there is
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concern among Maori for greater consultation in the design of any strategies to

change the nature of New Zealand's population'

The issue, however, is a contentious one' For some prominent Maori leaders'

such as sir Graham Latimer, there is no inconsistency between large-scale immigra-

tion and the achievement of Maori social, economic and political aspirations' He has

stated publicly several times that "New Zealand,shoutd free its immigration policies

and open doors to more foreign residents" (New zealand' Herald" l December 1989)'

He acknowledges that this will not be a common view amongst Maori "because Maori

people see immigration as a threat to their existence" (New zealand Herald' 5 July

1989).

The Anglican Maori Church,s call in June 1990 for a halt to new immigration

policies until Maori are involved directly in the decision-making process on immigra-

tionissuescapturestheessenceofamorewidelyheldviewwithinMaoridom.
TheWorkingPartyonlmmigrationmakesnoreferencetothisissueinthe

substantive sections of its recent report. Only in a tail-piece to its formal recommen-

dations is there any reference to consultation with Maori' The statement merits full

quotation. Its brevity reflects the lack of signifrcance frequently given to Maori con-

cerns in the immigration debate, and it contains a common but misguided assump-

tion about the nature of Maori concerns over immigration' The working Party ob-

serves:

Amongst the groups with whom we met were representatives of the

Maori people. Th"y e'p""ssed to us what we accept is a legitimate con-

cernthatincreasedimmigrationmayhavetheeffectofremovingem-
ployment opportunities for the unskilled among their people' In the

short-term,wethinkthatourrecommendationswillgoaconsiderable
waytoensuringthatimmigrantsaregenerallyskilledandthereforedo
notcompeteinthisway,andtothecreationofemploymentopportunities
through business migration' In the longer term' improved levels of edu-

cationa]achievementamongMaoriwouldbeapreferableso]ution(Wi]son
et al, 1991, P. 33-34)'

Without doubt the creation of employment opportunities-is of critical rmpor-

tance to Maori, but this is only one of the issues of an increased immigration policy

which concern Maori. A deeper issue is the extent to which "multi-culturalism" is now

seentobeamuchmoreappropriatebasisforplanningandimmigrationpolicypre-
scription in New zealand,than "bi-culturalism". Maori have good cause for unease in

this regard. Ttre present Minister of Immigration stated in his address to the Top Tier

Immigration Seminar in 1989 that:

AtatimeofconsiderableracialdisharmonyinNewZealandsrace
rerations the influx of other ethnic groups must be considered. As New

Zealand'moves towards a bi-cultural society' I am constantly reminded

by my Pacific Island constituents that New Zealand should not stop

therebutembracemulticulturalism_ethnicpluralismifyoulike_asa
positive boon to our society' "' The reality is that it must be faced' As we

enter the 21st century New Zealand will be a multi-cultural society' "' so

the problem is not etinicity. It is the skills, the calibre of our immigrants,

i

I
I
l,
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that should drive immigration policy (Birch, 1gg9, p. 13).

The reality for many Maori is that immigration policy initiatives in recent yearshave been based on the assumption ttlt mrrtti-cutturatism rather than bi-culturalismis the desirable strategy to pursue in New zealandin the Iate 20th century. This iscertainly the concrusion that can be drawn from the fi.ral senterce in the LabourGovernment's Immigration Policy Review of 19g6 where it is stated that.,vitality andstimulation and infusio' of n"* 
"l"ments to New zearandrife has been of immensevalue in the development of this country to date and will, as a result of this Govern-

ffiXn,ffi::r:t},.'*'tion policv, become 
"',,", -o." impo.tant in the furure,,

The calls by the Maori Anglican church and other grorps of Maori for ,,a halt tonew immigration poricies unt, Maori are joint decision_makers on immigration is_sues" (Euening Post,' 7 June, 1990) suggest that this positive perspective on immigra-tion is not shared by many tangata whenua. The dilemma for those responsible forimmigration policy is how to bring Maori into effective power-sharing consurtation onthe one demographic process whlch Government reserves the right to control-thedecision over who shourd enter New zearand(Burke, lgsd; 11; Birch, 1ggg, p. 14).Yet clearly the Tleaty of waitangi has important implicatio.. fo. imrnigration policy
-policy which has a direct i-p*t on the size and composition of the tauiwi compo_nent and the barance between tangata whenua ard taoiwr *rrnr., New Zearand.

Exceptions to General Rules
Another dilemma which confronts politicians and poricy makers is how to avoi,charges of discrimination in a policy.rr.i.o.r*..,t which has to alow for exceptions togeneral rules. By definition, immigration policy must be serective_otherwise therewould be no reason for regulating llr" flow of .ron-citizens into a country. rn the caseof New Zealand's immigration pori.y, Iong-standing bilaterar preferentiar arrange,ments with Australia, the Netherlands ard certain pacific li.ra countries have beenmaintained outside a stated general policy of selecting immigrants ..on criteria ofpersonal merit without discriminationongrounds of .u.", national or ethnic origin,c,lour' sex or maritar status, rerigion or ethicar berief, (Burke, 1gg6, p. 11).The 1990 working party on Immigration w-as requested to make recommenda_tions concerning, among other thingr, do* to imprement an appraisal process which

:i:i:ilJf::ll]'"'occupational 
migrants are efficienrry and rui.ry u,,u.,"d,,rm.o.,

The appraisal process they opted for was a points system-a system whichwould enable "predetermined qualities of prospective migrants to be consistentry andtransparently measured, while at the sarie time providing the Government with anability to control the number and mix of those migrants to reflect changing economicand social conditions,,(Wilson et al, 19g1, O. ,;. *" system is based on the one usedby the Australia Immigration service u"d i, seen to be a much more objective way ofassessing the suitability of prospective immigrants on occupational grounds thanprevious systems such as the Occupational priority List.But asi the workingparty (rggr, p. g) acknowredges,,,the possibility must beaccepted that under a points system a disproportionate number of those who quarify
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for permanent entry may come from one particular part of the world", especially as

there will be difficulties in verifring and assessing the value of formal qualifications,

trade skills, and business or work experience gained by people from different coun-

tries.
The Working Party proposes a system of weightings (rather than quotas) in

order to correct imbalances in the spread of immigrants by source area' However, the

emphasis on skills which are marketable in an advanced capitalist economy would

ensure that "well-qualified migrants in substantial numbers" could only be attracted

from selected parts of the world.
The working Party was unequivocal that a points system cannot be used as the

only criterion to assess all applicants for residence. In its view, "all should be eligible

to apply under the points system, but alternative grounds for permanent entry should

also be available in four areas' (Wilson et al, 1991, p' 6)' The four areas are:

entry on humanitarian grounds, for example, family reunion, marriage, refugee

status

entry from the cook Islands, Niue, Tokelaus, western samoa and other Pacific

countries with which New Zealand has "special relationships"

entry under the terms of the long-standingNetherlands quota "because of the ad-

vantage to New Zealand,of receiving migrants of ahigh quality who are selected

by the Dutch"

entry of business migrants because of the need to provide special incentives for

them to bring investment capital to promote the economic development of New

Zealand.

some of these exceptions from a general policy based on a points system will

generate claims of "discrimination" and favouritism. In addition, it is likely that

provisions to allow for the continued immigration of Pacifrc Island Polynesians seek-

ing unskilled or semi-skilled work will be seen to contradict the Working Party's

assurance to representatives of the tangata whenua that its recommendations will

not have the effect of removing employment opportunities for unskilled Maori.

A dilemma for policy makers in this regard is how to retain important long-

standing arrangements with neighbouring countries-which include privileged ac-

cess for immigrants-without compromising a policy which is clearly designed to

attract immigrants with skills and capital into a severely depressed economy with

high levels of unemplo)rment, especially amongst low-skilled workers.

The Trans-Tasman Con nection
There is also the dilemma of retaining the skilled immigrants, especially those

with investment capital, in New Zealand. once they have gained citizenship and

thereby qualify for unrestricted access to Australia'

The TYans-Tasman TYavel Arrangement, which provides the legal framework

within which New zealanders qualify for residence in Australia and vice-versa, is not
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mentioned explicitly in the workingParty's Report. Reference is made to the Govern-ment's desire "to implement a business immigration programme *t i.h incorporatesclose supervision of investmert., ..r"ru post-a".ival iro,,irorirr* and conditionalpermanent residence" (wilson et ar, 1gg1, p. 1g). The working party suggests severarstrategies (including some amendments to the Immigration-Act) to ensure compli_ance with terms governingthe granting of residence ,tltor. tiarso questions whetherpermanent residence granted to business migrants shourd be conditional only_'conditional residence is likely to create significant disincentives to proceeding as abusiness applicant as against seeking entry via the points system.The prospect of a trans-Tas-a., move by immigrants to New zealand cannot beregulated without chailenging the basic philosophy of the Trans_Tasman TyaverArrangement' As the latterls un i"t"guipart of another major policy achievement ofthe 1980s--croser Economic Reratioi"*i*, Austraria-it is unlikery that the Newzealand Government will seek to restrict access ofNew Zearanders to Austraria. oneof the consequences of a more p"o-actirre market-oriented immigration policy wilr bethat some of the new settlers wiII inevitably use their New iuauraresidence statusas a stepping stone to Australia.

The Limited Domain of Government policy
In spite of the significance of immigration poricy for determining the mix of non_citizens who can enter and settre in ti"* z"uturj, it i. i*rortant to restate thelimited contror which the Government has over revers of net migration. Recentry,Gould (1991, p. g) summed up the rerevant issues we, when he pointed out:

There are only four ways in which the Government can theoreti_cally in{Iuence. the lever of nei migration. Its powers in respect of three ofthese four are in practice extremelylimited. ri.rrrrt stop peopre Ieavingif they wish to go; it cannot, in generar, compel residents to go if theywish to remain; and it has limitei power, even with the herp of assistedimmigration, to persuade peopre to come who reary do not want to.Government wields considerabre influence oririt.rr*n the fourthmechanism, that is making it easier or harder for people who wish tosettle here to do so by altering the criteria for granting residence status.Even here the room for manoeuwe is not as rarge as it seems. Atany one time there are hundreds of thousands of NeJ zearandcitizensand others with residence rights riving or trave,in*or".."ur, and theycan come back whenever they please, however or*:"r.rmi.rg the immi-gration criteria may be.
on the other hand when economic conditions look break, even veryrelaxed immigration criteria may not attract many long_term settrers.Tlytng to attract immigrants to a country in depressin by reraxingimmigration criteria is like pushing a piece of string.

It is precisely the Iatter stratery that the Top Tier Group, the Business Roundtable,and the working party on Immigration, among others, favour pursuing. A commonview seems to be that, despite trr" 
"".urrion, New zearandcan attract tens of thou_
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sands of skilled migrants "if the appropriate policies and procedures are adopted and

New Zealand is actively promoted as a destination" (wilson et al, 1991, p' 2)'

According to Poot (1991) there is a near consensus in the recent literature by

economists that the economic impact of immigration is, on balance, positive for the

receiving countries irrespective of prevailing domestic conditions' It will be interest-

ing to see whether the immigration consultancy business, together with a proposed

,r marketing division of the Immigration Service, can generate the flows of migrants

which some commentators feel are essential if New zealandis to prosper in the late

twentieth and early twenty-frrst centuries'

SummarY Points
. During the period 1981-86, under a more relaxed implementation of the immigra-

tion regulations than in preceding years, New Zealand gained almost 50,000 cit-

izens from other countries. of these, nearly one-third were from Europe' slightly

less from countries of the Pacific, and one-fifth from Asia'

. In the second half of the ].980s, the traditional source area bias towards Europe

was removed with greater emphasis instead on business migration, family reun-

ification and the waiver of visas for several Pacific and Asian countries' Between

1986 and 1991 there was a net migration gain to New zealand of 63,400' which

was almost one-third larger than bet*"e., 1981 and 1986. There has been consid-

erable reduction in net gains from the Pacific during 1939/90 and 1990/91 how-

ever, and gains ftom most Asian countries decreased. during 1990/91-the only

major increase during 1990/91 being Chinese citizens'

. Immigration of non-citizens is not necessarily a perlnanent gain to New Zealand'

as perrnanent residence granted to business migrants may merely provide a step-

ping stone to Australia'

. The Tteaty of waitangihas important implications for immigration policy which

may indirectly determine the size and composition of the new settler component

ofthepopulation,thusalteringthebalancebetweenthetangatawhenuaand
tauiwi (Iater settlers). There is a Maori concern for greater consultation in the

design of strategies which may modify the nature of New Zealands population'

. Government policy exerts limited control over the the total migration process: it

cannotstoppeopleleaving;itcannot,generally'compelresidentstoleave;and
it has limited po*"r. of persuasion in recruiting desired immigrants' The main

regulatory power available is the setting of criteria for prospective immigrants

wishing to settle; when economic conditions are unattractive even relaxation of

thesecriteriamaybeineffectiveinattractingdesiredsettlers.
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CHAPTER FOUR
lnternational Migration in Wider perspective

Arguments in favour of much higher levels of immigration have won consider-able support from the business community. At the Top Tier Group,s seminar inMarch 198g, the president of the New zearandEmployers Federation, Ron Arbuckle,welcomed delegates on behalf of the New zealandManufacturers Federation, Feder-ated Farmers of New zealand',the Retail and wholesare Merchants Association, theNew zealand Tourist Industry Federation and the New Zearand chambers of com_merce.

1t'he implication conveyed by citing these groups in his introductory remarkswas that they all supported a positirre and p"o-r.tir" i"ogru--" to attract thousandsof skilled immigrants to New zealandfrom overseas. concern was expressed at theloss of skilled New Zearanders through emigration, especiaily since 1gT6, and therewas also "more than a hint in some of the pubric statements from the Top Tierpartners that immigration ..' is a panacea for the ills of the economy and the skillsimbalance in the labour market,(Birch, 19g9, p. 13).
senior representatives of both political parties at the Top fier seminar rejectedsuch an over-simplistic and narrow approach-recognising that the context withinwhich the immigration debate must be placed is much brfade, than the increaseddemand and supply effects of a larger population base. As the then Minister ofImmigration said in 19gg: "I think *" ,e"d to answer some of the hard questionsabout the kind of society we want in New zealand.for ourselves and for our children,,(Rodger, 1989, p. 11).

An Economic perspective
Attempts during the late 1980s and early 1gg0s to put the immigration debateinto this wider perspective of the nature of New zearand society and its futuredirection have had highry variabre effects. The .,poot report, on the rong_term eco_nomic implications of sustained net irirmigration at levels between b,000 and 15,000per year is the most widery cited study, especiaily by those favouring a large popura_tion base for a more dynamic and wearthy economy and society (poot, Nana andPhilpott, 1988).

There are three main points to this argument. The first relates to differences indemographic characteristics and labour force participation between the migrant groupsand the resident popuration, particularry the unemproyed. Migrants tend to have ayounger age structure than the resident population, to have higher labour forceparticipation rates, and to be strongry motivated towards paid work. In some cases
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they have skills which are scarce and in high demand, and in others are prepared to

step into low-status job vacancies which might be otherwise hard to frll. They may

also bring with them considerable resources of capital to put into new businesses

which create jobs.

While there are other social implications that need to be taken into account, the

above differences in demographic characteristics and labour-force participation be-

tween migrants and residents, would increase overall labour-force participation as a

result of increased immigration, and could increase employment overall (for reasons

discussed just below), although some commentators believe that during periods of

high unemployment, these effects may not outweigh the job-displacement effects on

the resident population of net inward migration.
The second point relates to questions of demand and supply-namely, the effect

on the demand for goods and services created by migrants to New Zealand as well as

its impact on the supply of labour. Increased demand, and the associated output to

meet it, will create more jobs and increase the need for other inputs. Ttris could result,

at a time of labour shortage, in an overheated economy and possibly high inflation,

with areas such as housing being put under pressure. By contrast, in a period of

recession, greater demand as a result of immigration may assist in creating more

employment than it displaces.

The third part of this argument considers the dynamic long-term effects of

population increase as a result of immigration. Growth in output has been shown in
many circumstances to be associated with increases in productivity. If the increased

output to meet gleater demand, results in increased productivity for all factors of

production, this should mean an increase in per capita output, gross domestic product

and consumption. This is particularly likely to occur in conjunction with skilled

migration, which encourages the adoption of technological advances and new invest-

ment, and hence leads to diversification.
It is considerations such as these which have led Poot (1991) and his colleagues

(Poot et al, 1988) to argue that the economic impact of immigration is, on balance,

positive in the receiving countries even in times of recession. Poot (1991) shows that

Gross Domestic Product per capita has grown faster in periods of high immigration

into New Zealand., and that these are also periods of higher total factor productivity

growth.
His more technical "model-building analyses" of migration give further evidence

that, overall, the economic impact of immigration is positive. The results of a model

simulation, using an average net increase of 15,000 people per year from immigration

in the period 1985 to 2001, gave a total increase in GDP per capita of3 percent over

the zero net migration scenario. Consumption per head was unaffected (Poot et al,

L988, p. 121). Unemployment was also projected to fall, although by only 1 percent. It
should be noted, however, that the authors acknowledged that other impacts, espe-

cially social and demographic ones, were not considered in detail.

A Demographic Perspective
Another argument for greater immigration centres on the demographic fact

that New Zealand's population profrle is an ageing one. This argument reasons that

because migrants tend to have a younger age structure than the general population,
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Iarge influxes of new citizens will have the effect of rejuvenating the population.
This rejuvenating effect, however, tends to be greatry exaggerated. It has beenshown-using alternative population forecasts based on assumptions of zero, 5,000

and 10,000 annual net immigration (and medium levels offertility and mortality)_
that constant inputs of immigrants at these target Ievels make little difference to theproportion ofthe population aged 60 years and over (Department of Statistics, 19g0d).

The absolut'e size of the population obviously cha.rg"s with these hypothetical
immigration targets, but the age structure is not affected in any major way. For
example, the proportion over the age of 60 years rises to 26.6 per cent in 2031 if thereis zero net immigration per year, reducing to onry 25.g and 2b.1 percent when netimmigration is set at 5,000 per year and 10,000 per year respectivery.

Furthermore, the reality of immigration patterns means that even the small
benefits shown in the above models would be unlikely in practice. Net migrationgains (or losses) are never constant from one year to the next, and are certainlyunlikely to be any less volatile over the next two decades than they have been in the
1980s.

The reality is, as pool and Sceats (1gg0, p. 50) point out, that whatever the
advantages of immigration as a way of revitalising the economy, the arrivals wouldswell the large cohorts currentry aged betwe"nis and 89 years, and hence, from
around 2010, would increase the ranks ofthose aged 6E yeu"s arrd over. They go on to
add:

If workforce migration were continuous, this effect wourd be mini-
mised as younger workers wourd decrease dependency burdens. But
such a scenario is totaly unrearistic, as it ignores probrems of recruit_
ment and the fact that we have a history of radical ad hoc poricy changes
in this area (pool and Sceats, 19g0, p. b0).

The other demographic dimension relates to the question of the likelihood that
New Zealand's population can be increased significantly i., trr" medium term to reach
around 5 million-a target which has been mentioned repeatedly in the debate aboutpopulation change in New Zealandfor over 20 years.

In an earlier report, which was also written at a time when major increases in
the New zealand population were being debated, the population Monitoring Group(1985) highlighted some of the social and demographi. poii.y impacts. rt is appropri_
ate to restate some of the points made in that report as they remain as valid now as
they were in the mid LggOs.

Its conclusion was that to achieve a population of around b million by early nextcentury, two growth factors-or a combination of these-would have to change.
Either fertility would need to increase, or net immigration take place at levels well in
excess of those recorded at any time this century. As has been already noted in theprevious chapter, government intervention to influence migration trends in a demo-
cratic society can have only Iimited success. rntervention in the domain of reproduc-
tion, through special incentives either to increase or decrease fertility have also beengenerally unsuccessful in such societies.

The implications for social and economic policy would be immense if fertility
increased sufficiently to make a signifrcant impact on population growth. In the first
place, New zealandwould be forced to consider returnin! to the education workforce
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and class-size policies of the late 1960s and early 1970s. For example, around 1,000

more teachers would need to be recruited each year merely to cater for the primary

school entrant class if teacher/pupil ratios were to remain atl:20. This process would

require a lead time of at least three to frve years for recruitment and training. Other

sectors such as health and the construction industry would be under severe pressure

as they were during the post-war baby boom.

These changes in infra-structure would be occurring at atime when soeial and

economic planners are going to have to give greater recognition to problems associ-

ated with ageing and other changes in the composition of age cohorts.

Increased net immigration as a strategy also has costs as well as benefits. The

benefrts may come from the importation of skilled labour and "rejuvenation" of the

workforce, but against this must be set the costs associated with accommodating and

settling spouses, children and elderly dependants. There would also be difficulties

associated with assimilating migrants if significant communities of their own nation-

als do not already exist in New Zealand.

Further alteration in the ethnic balance between Maori and non-Maori would

be another consequence of expanded net immigration. Since the Maori population

can recruit only by natural increase or the return of Maori who have migrated

overseas, a massive boost to the non-Maori population through immigration would

inevitably reduce the proportion of the total population that is Maori.

Finally-and perhaps most tellingly-the achievement of the 5 million popula-

tion goal implies an annual population growth rate of 2.8 percent. This rate is far in
excess of that currently for more developed countries (0.6 percent), the world (1.7

percent), and the less developed countries (2.0 percent). The only region at present

with that sort of annual growth rate is Africa at 3.0.

To achieve this hypothetical target, net immiglation might have to be as high as

100,000 per year. Even with very much higher fertility rates in New Zealand, the

level of net immigration would have to be well over 60,000 per annum. The most

recent peak of arrivals in New Zealand of people intending permanent and long-term

residence was in L974 when just over 70,000 arrived. This influx produced a total net

migration gain (all arrivals minus all departures) of 33,167 people-a little over half

the smallest net gain needed to achieve the 5 million goal. The outcry over that year's

problems, provides graphic evidence of the likely impact of migration on the host

population if the 5 million goal were to be seriously considered'

lmmigration and Population Policy
Immigration is obviously an important element in the consideration of popula-

tion policy, but it is merely one major demographic element among a number. There

is a risk that the role it plays may be misinterpreted so that it is seen as the key

determinant of population composition and dynamics. This risk is enhanced by sev-

eral other factors.
In the first place, as has already been noted, in a democracy immigration of non-

citizens is really the only population process which can be altered rapidly and directly

by government intervention. Obviously, health policies affect mortality but the rela-

tionships are generally less direct and any changes less rapid. Immigration is also the

only demographic dynamic monitored specifrcally by a department with the experi-
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ence and infra-structure to formulate and implement policy.
In the second place, there has been a rong tradition in New zearand, (as for

example inAustralia and Canada) of immigration policyformulation. Generally, this
has been to achieve essentially non-demographic goals such as providing particular
skills in the workforce or'frne-tuning" the economy. The recognition in any refrned
way that the structure and characteristics of migrant flows are as important as the
net vglume has been slow in coming in New zearand,(Farmer, lggs).

'l'hirdly, there is no executive central planning unit in New Zealand with the
capacity or the power to integrate population issues into sectoral and central plan-
ning' Sectoral planningfor energy, housing and hospital funding increasingly 

"".og-nises the role of population issues, but this is still being done in a piecemeal rather
than an integrative way.

Given these factors, there is a serious risk that population policy will not be
developed in any comprehensive way in New Zealand.Instead, it is entirely possible
that in the existing government structure the formulation of immigration policy will
tend to pre-empt the objectives of a broader population policy. In the longer term,
however, other demographic issues-such as ageing and other compositional changes-
could be more important than migration.

In the absence of a general population policy there is a risk that either immigra-
tion policy is taken for population policy itself or that population policy is determined
by migration policy. The logical sequence is that immigration policy should be a tool
of economic, social, cultural and population policy-that is, migration should be seen
as merely a stratery for achieving certain population targets, which have been deter-
mined by the objectives of social and economic planning.

The report of an interdepartmental inquiry into population policy issues, which
was published in 1990, demonstrated clearly the need for much greater integration of
demographic considerations into policy formulation and planning (Department of
Statistics, 1990d).

This report, The Human Face: A Context for Populntinn Poliry into the Twenty-
first Century has had much less impact on the public debate about immigration than
it deserves, probably because its primary objective was to establish signifrcant policy
issues that might arise as a result of demographic change rather than to prescribe
policy. It remains, however, the only recent report which provides an indication of the
range of possible implications of demographic change in New Zealand over the next
60 years using an approach which integrates population trends and patterns with
social, cultural, economic and environmental factors.

The New Zealand Futures Tiust (1990, 1g91)_a privately funded successor to
the Commission for the Future-has also entered the debate with some alternative
scenarios for society, economy and environment in New Zealand next century. The
scenarios bear a close resemblance to those outlined in its predecessor,s thought-
provoking reports of the 1970s. In the current policy regime, which is emphasising
market-led growth and a significant reduction in the size and role of the Government
in development, it is unlikely that the alternatives to the "market-led,, scenario will
attract much support or comment, either from business interests or senior govern-
ment offrcials.
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Conclusion
T'here is little doubt that the debate about immigration and future population

prospects needs to be placed in a much broader perspective than the nalTow economic

focus which currently predominates. The wide-ranging debate in Australia about the

legacies of almost 20 years of high levels of immigration needs to be examined closely'

opinion on the social and economic consequences of sustained immigration from a

variety of source areas is much more divided in Australia than in New zealand'

MrBirchisobviouslysensitivetotheissueswhichhavepolarisedAustraliansin
their assessment of international migration trends over the past 20 years' In his

concluding remarks to the Top fier seminar he observed:

IthinktheNewZealandpublicarewary-andrightlyse.-ofcon-
tributing any further racial or cultural instability to an already stretched

socialfabric.Despitethatournaturalconservatismshouldnotimpede
theadvantages_$otheconomicandcultural_thatcanflowfromin-
creased.immigration.Thereisonlyoneunshakeablecriteriawemust
imposeonallofNewZealand,snewestcitizens.Andthatisashared
commitmenttotheprosperityandsocialfabricofthiscountry(Birch,
1989, P' 14).

ThesocialfabricofNewZea|andhasbeenexposedtogreaterlevelsofstressin
theearlylgg0sthanatanytimefornearlyhalfacentury.NewZealandalsohas
currentlyahighlyvolatileinternationalmigrationregime.Inthiscontext,itisquite
undesirable to develop a policy environment in which the immigration debate is

driven by ,,mechanicai, corrsiderations relating to annual targets or quotas, or regu-

lated numbers and mixes of migrants determined by some arbitrary figure for net

migration intake. This turnin gatapon and offmentality towards the application of

immigration policy can only continue to perpetuate the widespread public misconcep-

tion that government policies do play a key iole in regulating net migration gains and

losses eaeh year. As this report has consistently shown, any New zealand govern-

ment has a limited capacity to directly influence migration trends'

John Gould (1991, p' 8) in his recent article in the New Zealand Herald' sums

up some of the critical issues for policy makers and politicians well when he observes:

WhatdoesallthisimplyforthosefashioningNational,simmigra-
tion policy?

First,itmustconcentrateonqualityrathert'hanquantify_both
because numbers do not seem to matter as much as quality' and because

while the Government can exert at least some influence on quality, it

cannot control, even approximately, the size of the net inflow or outflow'

secondly, it strouid recognise that the social and cultural impacts of

immigration, including its effects on the ethnic balance of the popula-

tion, are as real, and Lay be as important and of as much legitimate

concern to the existing population, as its effects on the economy'

And thirdly <trro"gt it should really be frrst) it should at least get its

facts about migration lirrels right ... before it does anything at all'
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This report will have served a useful purpose if it assists policy makers, politi-
cians and members of the public to get the "facts right" about international migration
to and from New Zealandin the tate ZOttr century.

Summary Points
' Migration issues need to be viewed in the context of the broader goals and future

prospects of New zealand society and not just in economic terms.

' There are three main economic arguments put forward by proponents of increas-
ed immigration: because of their age and Iabour-force characteristics, new immi-grants would not necessarily displace existing labour or increase unemployment;
in a period ofrecession increased demand for goods and services as a conse-
quence of immigration may create emproJrment opportunities: in the long term
such increased output may lead to an expansion in Iabour and other p.oa,ictir.ity
factors, promoting an increase in per capita output, gross domestic product and
consumption.

Rejuvenation ofthe ageing population through the steady flow of substantial
numbers of young adult immigrants is rargery ilusory sirce, arthough total num_
bers would increase, the modifications to the age structure would be relatively
modest. The effect might welr be to swer the rarge cohorts aged 2E-Bg and so ac_
centuate the impact of large numbers of elderly from the second decade of next
century.

A substantially enlarged population in the medium term (the frgure of E million
has often been cited) implies an improbable averagerate of growth of the order of
2'8 percent per annum. This would require substantially increased fertility lev-
els and./or unprecedented rates of immigration, conceivabry reaching net immi_
gration levels as high as 100,000 per annum depending on any increase in fert-ility' Such changes would have major repercussions for education and health
services, the labour force, and ethnic and cultural mix. A previous net influx of
only 33,000 in 1974 produced an outcry at the time over the resulting socio-econ-
omic problems.

Population issues as such are beingintegrated into sectoral and eentral planning
in a haphazard fashion. Close examination of the Australian experience over thelast 20 years of high immigration levels could provide useful guidance for this
country in dealing with high levels of net immigration.

New Zealand lacks a coherent popuration poricy which may resurt in immigra_
tion policy pre-empting the objectives of a broader pop..rutio, poricy, despite thepossibility of factors such as ageing and other compositional changes being ulti_
mately more important than immigration. There is a risk that immigration pol_
icy is equated with a population policy or that population policy is determined bymigration policy.
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Effective government intervention in the migration process is limited' and so pri-

orityshouldbegiventoqualityratherthanquantityofmigration,totheimpact
of migrants on the composition of the population as well as on the economy' and

onknowingaccuratelyandcomprehensivelythenatureandleve]ofmigration
flows.
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APPENDIX lA: Trans-Tasman migration r9g2-r9g6 (redefined definition)
The effect of permanent, long-term and shortlterm movements of New zealend residents on the lgglcensus populations in the "minor" occupation groups: men and women aged I 5_2g years.

Appendix lA
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On the Move

APPENDIX lB: Trans-Tasman migration 1982-t986
The effectof permanent, long-term and short-term movements of New Zezland residents on the l98l
census populations in the "minor" occupation groups: men and women aged 30-59 years.
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Fig i5: Trans-Tasman migration 1982-1986: the effect of permanent,
long-term and shor!-term movements of New Zealand residents
on the 1981 census populations in the "minor" occupation
groups: males and females aged 30-59 years.
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